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FROM GUIDED TO OPTICAL MICRQvWE PROPAGATION 

L. Rebuffi 

ABSTRACT 

A wide theoretical study on quasi-optical microwave propagation has been carried 

out in the range 3 GHz - 300 GHz. 

A high power TEHOO Gaussian beam can be propagated for long distances with low 

losses if a nearly-confocal system of mirrors is used as phase corrector. The 

theory of beam waveguides using elliptic paraboloidal reflectors has been 

critically revisited and developed. 

All the kind of losses (diffraction, matching, truncation, divergence, ohmic, 

atmospheric, depolarization, misalignment J have been examinated into detail. 

Easy formulas and graphics are given to establish- the influence of the different 
lasses. 

Criteria ta find the best design parameters of a quasi-optical transmission line 

are given once the frequency, the power and the available room are known. A 

practical scheme for the design of a Reflecting Beam Waveguide is reported in 

the Appendix. 

In general, a well designed Reflecting Beam Waveguide should permit the 

propagation of several MW in CW without a sensible beam shape deformation, and 

with total lassea of about a fraction of 7. in 10 meters. 

Several examples at different frequencies are herein reported, and applications 

to high power Electron Cyclotron Heating and Lower Hybrid Heating of a plasma 

find a good solution using quasi-optical schemes. 

The comparison between Beam; Waveguide systems and traditional oversized 

waveguides shows sensible advantages for the use of a quasi-optical propagation 

at higher frequencies. At low frequencies, the longer wavelengths permits high 
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power capability also in waveguides; moreover the dimensions of the mirrors 

become rather important. Iherefore at lower -frequencies the choice of the best 

propagation system depends on contigent problems as room availability. 

The wide bandwidth, the fact of having a single line needing no cooling and 

without requirements of high mechanical precision (as in certain waveguide 

components at high frequency), are other advantages of cho Reflecting Seam 

Waveguide System (RBWS) which have been examinated in this work. 
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INIROOUCriQN 

Waveguide propagation is the system currently used to transmit with low losses 

centimeter and millimeter electromagnetic waves. 

For low power micrnwave transmission, fundamental waveguides are used up to 140 

GHz (X..= 2.14 mm). This system is anyway limited in power capability. To 

increase the carried power the transmission line can be evacuated or, better, 

oversized. Uversizing a waveguide, permits to carry a higher power with lower 

ohmic losses, but the possibility of creating and transmitting spurious modes 

(which can cause higher losses) increases considerably. 

Up to now the efforts made in the field of oversized circular waveguides have 

permitted to design components to transport with low losses about 200 KW at 140 

SHz with a guide diameter <p = 27.8 mm carrying a circularly (TEOn) or a 

linearly (TEH or HE11) polarized mode at atmospheric, pression <1>. 

In the following of this work, we will consider the use of high microwave power 

at high frequencies for thermonuclear plasma fusion additional heating 

experiments. At lower frequencies (few GHz) Lower Hybrid Heating (LHH) will be 

considered, while at higher frequencies (from several tenth to few hundreds of 

BHz) Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) will be taken into account. 

Future ECH experiments of a plasma, will need high injected power (several MW in 

CW) at high frequencies (up to 250 GHz). The gyrotron, a high power microwave 

source, is foreseen to be used in these experiments, this kind of tube delivers 

nowadays a maximum of about 200 KM in very long pulses at high frequencies 

<2>,<3>. It will probably be pushed to deliver 1 MW/unit in CW regime <4>,<31>. 

In this case, if we don't want to pressurize the transmission line (which will 

have a typical length in the order of 30-50 meters), we should increase the 

guide diameter, to avoid breakdowns and to reduce ohmic losses. Besides, the 

precision needed in manifacturing complex microwave components for high power at 

high frequencies, could be a rather hard task. 
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These technological problems, for the use of high power at high frequencies, 

pushed the scientific community to ask himself what is the limit for the guided 

propagation, and when it is useful to adopt an optical propagation. In this nor I: 

we try to give an answer to these questions, deducing at the same time the most 

general parameters for the design of optical transmission lines. 

If one is more interessed in the practical project rather than in the theorical 

aspects of a Reflecting Beam Waveguide, in the ttppendix is presented a summary 

and a simple scheme for the design of a quasi-optical transmission line. 

«5 the investigated frequency range for optical transmission lines is rather 

wide (3-300 GHz), the results are of interest for ECH and LHH transmission 

systems but also for any high power transmission for other purposes. Of course, 

the generality of the solution permits the use of such optical propagation 

system also for low power transmission (e.g. plasma diagnostics, communications, 

etc.). 
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1) FRUM THE WftvEBUIDE TO THE MIRROR 

While the theory of fundamental waveguides is' well known since 40 years, 

components carrying high power at always higher frequencies are in a development 

stage jet. 

H great interest is an oversized cylindrical metallic components. In fact they 

can carry hundreds of KWs with low lasses (e.g. using the IE01 mode). 

From classical Maxwell equations it is possible to compute the equations for 

microwave propagation in a waveguide. An alternative method to describe the wave 

propagation in a cylindrical guide is tlieuseof theaptical theory. In fact it is 

possible to represent a mode propagating in a cylindrical waveguide as a 

superposition of plane waves. These waves propagate with an angle V- respect 

the waveguide axis ffig.l) with: 

•£ = arcs-'* (Wm^/K) 

where: 
k = Z-TT/X 

Wmn = Xmn/R (tor a TEmn made) 

R = waveguide radius 

Xmn = n-est root of the derivative of the Bessel function of order m (J'm). 

Ihis intuitive modal propagation in a waveguide, could suggest a theoretical 

optical propagation system, simply removing part of the cylindrical tube. For 

instance, to propagate a TEOn mode (neglecting diffraction effects) we could 

cut half of the cylinder for a length L = 2R/tg fe) to obtain an antenna which 

radiates in the axial direction with an angle Sr and in the azimuthal direction 

with an angle equal to TT . We could then place at opportune distances at 

alternate sides respect the guide axis (like in fig. 2), some pieces of 

half-cylindrical tube of length L. These kind of mirrors should have a radius 

much higher than the waveguide one because of the azimuthal spreading of the 

beam. In this way the wave beam radiated by the antenna is propagated by 
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re-flections on the half-cylindrical mirrors, and the mode should be conserved. 

rtccually this kind of propagation could suffer high diffraction losses if the 

wavelength is comparable to the waveguide radius R. 

Ihis scheme introduces directly the concept of "beam waveguides". 

In a beam waveguide, optical components like lenses or mirrors are used to 

control the natural divergence of the beam which propagates out of a classical 

waveguide <5.>,<6>. 

It has been shown <7>,<8> that between the phase correctors of a beam waveguide, 

a system of "beam modes" sets up. The lowest order mode is the TEM00 

(characterized by negligible longitudinal electric and magnetic field 

components, by a tranversal Gaussian field distribution and linear 

polarization): it has the narrowest width and the lowest losses. Unfortunately 

the TEKOO mode is generated directly only by quasi-optical gyrotrons (still in 

project) or by lasers. Ordinary gyrotrons generate power only in a mode 

waveguide which can be suitably converted into a linearly polarized mode like 

the HE11 <9>. The radiated field of the HE11 waveguide mode is very interesting 

because it can well match a TEM0O mode. It has been shown <10> that the radiated 

intensity of the HEU has a nearly Gaussian distribution (with an error of about 

IX) and has a linear polarization, which is very useful for the final use of the 

microwave power. Therefore, using the HE11 mode in the Gaussian approximation, 

very simple formulas can be adopted to describe the beam propagation and 

reflection. 

The use of lenses far the beam propagation was first proposed <5> for the use in 

low microwave power transmission (fig.3). 

Typical values for the intensity attenuation of a beam transmitted through a 

dielectric lens (because of absorption, reflection, diffractior. and scatter 

losses) are in the order of few ?.. 

Ht high power, dielectric lenses have to be avoided, while metallic plates 

lenses can be profitably used for limited power values (200 KW) <;ll> if we want 
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to avoid cooling. Anyway matching problems, high ohmic and diffraction losses 

and related technological problems, largely restrain the use of lenses. 

Reflecting Beam Waveguides (mirrors are used as phase transformers) present 

lower lasses and higher power capability. Simple schemes of multiple reflector 

systems are shown in fig. 4 a,b for confoca! elliptic <or nearly-con+ocal 

parabolic) and cylindrical reflectors respectively, in particular, the system 

shown in fig. 4a recalls the extension of the optical waveguide interpretation 

previously exposed. In the system of fig. 4b there are two reflectors per 

iteration: one perform the phase transformation in the KZ plane and the other in 

the yz plane of the beam. Using these schemes, one of the most important problem 

is the high number of reflectors necessary for a carrée'', propagation, 

ft different solution for the beam propagation can be envisaged if there is room 

enough for the use of large size reflectors. In this case simple 90 

reflections (45° mirrors) permit power progagation using a small number of 

mirrors (fig.5). 

A last scheme for the beam waveguide propagation is the use of an "iris guide" 

(fig.6). In this structure the beam modes iteration is accomplished by 

diffraction on the iris aperture. To obtain law diffraction losses in this kind 

of guide, very large apertures are necessary. Therefore, iris-type guides are of 

interest mainly in the submillimeter range. 

Several experimental schemes of optical transmission lines have already been 

realized. We recall here beam waveguide analyzed by Christian and Soubau <35>, 

composed by foam dielectric phase correctors and tested at 23 SHz with about 

1.14 '/. losses per iteration. Ihe Reflecting Bam Waveguide proposed by 

Degenford, Sirkis and Steier <14> tested at 73.2 GHz a Reflecting Beam Waveguide 

made of elliptic paraboioidal mirrors, which losses where about 0.34 7. per 

iteration. Recently, a confocal system of ellipsoidal mirrors has been tested at 

70 and 140 SHz by Kasparek and Ihumm <15.>, obtaining about IX losses per 

iteration. 
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2) FROM IHE M1CROWHVE SOURCE 10 1HË LAUNCHING HNIENNfl 

H gyrotron can deliver microwave power in different waveguide «odes. Ihe mast 

used are the circular [EOn modes. When the frequency and the delivered energy 

increase, it is necessary to use higher asymmetric modes ([Emm or whispering 

gallery modes (lEral). In general the gyrotron output mode is in an oversized 

circular waveguide. 

in a different scheme, the gyrotron can emit directly a nearly Gaussian beam. In 

this case a Vlasov converter <12> (based on the radiation properties of 

waveguidesJ is placed inside the gyrotron, between the cavity and the collector, 

[he microwave beam, created in the cavity in one of the previously mentioned 

modes, is there converted in an almost linearly polarized beam, coming out 

perpendicularly at. the gyrotron axis, [he efficiency of this converter is today 

about 85'/., but optimization studies are expected to increase this value at least 

to W/.. in case the gyrotron delivers directly a quasi-Gaussian beam, the 

optical propagation is a well suited method to tranpart power with low losses. 

For the final use (e.g. in ECH experiments) the microwave power is needed in a 

narrow pencil beam having linear polarization. Iherefore, if the gyrotron 

delivers a non linear mode, sooner or later in the transmission system it will 

be converted into TEll or better in HEll <10>. 

For the mode conversion two possibilities exist. The first is to convert the 

power as soon as possible into the HEll mode to use an optical propagation 

("early conversion"). Ihe second is to convert into tl-.s (Eol mode (lowest loss 

mode in a guided propagation) followed by a final conversion in HEll close to 

the "user" device ("late conversion"). Ihis choice depends on the frequency, the 

carried power, the global losses and on economical and room reasons. 

The "early " and the "late" conversion systems are comparable, in the sense that 

it is possible tc use the same converter respectively at the beginning or at the 

end of the line. In this way we can better compare the losses of an optical 

system with those for a guided propagation. 
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Nevertheless, to get the HEU in a mode conversion outside the gyrotron, we can 

distinguish an "in-guide" conversion and an "optical" conversion scheme. In the 

"in-guide" conversion the output mode (1E0n; ÏEmn or lEml) is converted -first 

into the lowest order circular mode IE01 by mean of suited converter having 

periodical wall deformations, «t this stage in the "late" conversion the power 

is propagated via circular smooth metallic waveguides close to the user device 

where it is definitively converted. Ihere are two possibilities to convert the 

I'EOl to HE11: via the I'MU mode or via the 1E11 mode. In both cases we can 

assume <V> that the conversion efficiency from the gyrotron output mode to the 

pure HE11 is about 907. at any frequency (107. ohmic and spurious mode losses). 

In case of a late conversion the power is ready to be used, whilest in the case 

of an early conversion it has to be carried to the user device. 

A method alternative to the optical propagation of the HE11 mode, is its 

propagation in special low losses guides, like metallic corrugated wall guides 

or dielectric lined metallic guides ',29/. (his kind of propagation could be used 

after an early conversion, permitting low ohmic and conversion losses for the 

HE11 mode, but the complexity of these strucures suggest their use only in the 

last part of the line, like in the late conversion case. 

Ihe "optical" conversion can be done by mean of the cited Vlasov converter or by 

a special corrugated surface reflector also called "holographic antenna" <30>. 

ïhe conversion efficiency of this last device is in theory higher than the 

Vlasov antenna, but its complexity in designing and manifacturinç. places this 

interesting converter in a second order. 

In any case it is possible to demonstrate that the difference between "optical" 

and "in-guide" conversion is the lower power capability of the guided system and 

its higher complexity and cost, even if it can have smaller transversal 

dimensions. 
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3) ESTIMATION OF TRANSMISSION LOSSES FOR H WAVEGUIDE PKUHBbttllUN 

Microwave components for waveguide propagation have been developed up to 140 GHz 

to carry about 200 KW in CM. If we want to increase the power capability we have 

to increase the guide radius, decreasing at the same time ohmic losses but 

increasing the length of some components (converters and corrugated wall bends). 

Waveguide radius of about' 20 mm are expected to be used at 140 GHz to carry a 

power' of about 500 KW, and the usual radius of '31.75 mm can be extimated tD be 

used for 1 MW propagation. 

For a guided propagation the expected losses are: ohmic losses and spurious mode 

conversion losses, ttn extinction of these losses depends mainly on the Length of 

the line, on the wavelength and on the number of bends. 

For room reasons the converter length is also an important factor. Below 100 GHz 

it is better to use the following conversion scheme: TEmn - TE01 - TE11 - HEli, 

but at higher frequencies the TE01 - TE11 converter becomes too ling iabove all 

if we increase the diameter in order to increase the carried power). In this 

case (f ?• 100 15Hz) it is preferable to use the scheme: TEmn - TE01 - TM11 -

HE11. The possible parameters of this last conversion system are given in Table 

I for f= 140 BHz twe have extrapolated the best values presented by Ihumm et al. 

in <!>,<<?> and <13>J. 

Carried 

Power 

Waveguide 

Diameter Y 

Total 

Length 

Conversi on 

Efficiency 
KW mm m HEU/lEmn X 
200 27.a B 94 
500 40.0 10 y2 
1000 63.5 11 vo 

Table I 
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lo better appreciate the efficiency at the guided propagation, we will consider 

a transmission, line SO m long having 5 bends. In this scenario we will take a 

value of about 1.5'/. far the losses in each bend, 2'/. -far the losses in two mode 

-filters. Other losses in bel lows, tapers, d.C. break, window, together with ohmic 

losses are estimated to be about 32 (-for a) =27.8 mm), 47. (for ^»= 40 mm) and 57. 

t-for <f) = 63.5 mm). Adding to these losses those -far the mode conversion, the 

transmission line efficiency for 50 meters of guided propagation from a TEmn 

mode to a HE11 mode at 140 GH: with 5 bends are given in I able 11. 

Carried Power KW Efficiency '/. 

200 80 
500 7? 

1000 /o 
I able II 

Far a similar transmission line at loo 13Hz, the exported efficiency is almost 

the same, only the converter lengths being sensibly different. 

In the computation of these efficiency values, spurious modes from the gyrotran, 

anomalous skin effects in the waveguides and atmospheric or gas losses have 

been neglected. 

.".t the end of this paragraph we want to note another problem at high power: the 

vacuum window. Up to now, Be02 and sapphire windows have been fabricated to 

support about 100 KW in CW at 140 BHz with a diameter of 63.5 mm, or about 200 

KW in CW at 70 6Hz. Experiments on windows are still in course, to get the goal 

of 1 MW in CW at hi'gh (f £ 100 GHz) frequencies. 
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41 GENERflLIIIES UN QUASI-OP11CHL IRANSMISSI13N LINfcS 

4.1- BEAM WAVEGUIDES AS QUASI-OPTICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS FOR GAUSSIAN BEAMS 

In geometrical optical transmission, the wavelength is negligible respect the 

dimensions of the used optical campoi-.-.its (lenses or mirrors).In this case also 

diffraction effects are negligible. 

In "quasi-optical" transmission, the microwave beam propagates almost unbounded, 

but its wavelength is comparable with its transverse dimensions. This finite 

beam is therefore comparable with the dimensions of the used components, giving 

rise to diffraction losses. These can be limited by a suited shape of the used 

phase correctors (lenses or mirrors). 

Consequently, the "beam waveguide" tor propagation of microwaves (in the range 

of millimpter or centimeter wavelength) can be considered as a "quasi-optical" 

device. 

In analogy to wave modes in conventional waveguides, wave-beams propagates in 

the beam waveguide in "beam modes". These modes are spheroidal functions well 

approximated by b'aussjan-Hermite functions which satisfy orthogonality relations 

(they are transmitted independently). Having negligible axial electric and 

magnetic fields, they are designated by lEMmn. Ihe fundamental beam mode, TEMOO, 

having linear polarization and the lowest attenuation and divergence, is the 

most interesting for wave-beam transmission. 

The HE11 mode radiated by a waveguide, or the beam produced by a quasi-optical 

converter, couples almost all its power in the lowest order beam mode which is 

well approximated by * Gaussian distribution having r„/R = 0.42 <10>. The rest 

of the power is coupled ii higher order modes which are soon diffracted and 

lost. 
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4.2- MAIN PROBLEMS OF ft REFLECT INS BEAM WrtVEGUIDE 

The Reflecting Beam Waveguide System (RBWS) has been chosen for optical 
propagation because of its lower losses respect a system composed of lenses. 
Nevertheless we want to design carefully the reflectors to reduce at the minimum 
the total lasses. 
Now we want to expose briefly some physical problems which will be developed in 
detail in future paragraphs. We will neglige tor the moment non physical aspects 
like dimensions, cost, and technological faseablity. 

4.2.1- DIFFRACTION LOSSES 
They are due to the finite reflector size. 
H particular case of diffraction loss is the "matching" at the beam coming out 
of the source '.quasi-optical converter or HE11 antenna) with the first 
reflector. The matching condition requires an optimized diameter of the 
equivalent Gaussian beam with respect to the diameter of the exit waveguide (if 
it exists). 
Another impartant effect connected with the diffraction is the possibility of a 
beam divergence modification. In fact in a long transmission line a great number 
of diffracting mirrors could produce some changes in the divergence, in such a 
way that the final beam could be sensibly different from the original. If this 
happens, the last mirrors will be no mare adapted to the modified beam. 
Actually, tor a well designed beam waveguide system, real diffraction losses are 
negligible, while ohmic losses are the most important problem. 

4.Z.2- OHM IL: LOSSES 
Uhmic losses are due to the finite conductivity of the reflectors material. 
Dealing with high frequencies we will keep into account also the anomalous skin 
effect and the surface roughness which can sensibly increase ohmic losses. 
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I he choice of the polarization of propagation is important , not only for the 

final use of the beam, but also for reducing ohmic losses. In fact it is well 

known -;14> that far a beam polarization in the propagation plane, the ohmic 

losses are given by the expression: 

while for a beam polarization in a plane perpendicular to the propagation plane 

the losses are: 

£± 's4cosCa)J2LgL (z) 

where £o is the free space dielectric constant, V is the metallic 

conductivity, f the frequency and 9- the angle of the beam propagation respect 

the mirror normal (see fig. 4a).(MKS system used). 

The ratio between eqs. (1) and (2) is: 

!*•*/ P* 

For angles 5. $ 45 ° the losses for a beam polarization in a plane 

parallel to the propagation are greater or equal twice the losses for a 

polarization in a perperpendicular plane. Therefore it is better to choose a 

polarization perpendicular to the propagation plane to reduce ohmic losses. 

4.2.3- ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION 

These losses are due to the medium between the reflectors. They can be important 

for certain resonant frequencies in long transmission line systems (see 

paragraph 9.2). 

4.2.4- DEPOLARIZATION 

The fact that the wave beam incides an the mirror with an average angle <=L , 

and that the mirror has a (small) curvature radius, can lead separatly to a beam 

depolarization. In fact, if the angle a- is too large, o.~ the mirror curvature 
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too large, the coefficient of reflection in the plane of incidence (plane 

individuated by the mirror normal and the propagation direction) can became 

sensibly different from that of the perpendicular plane. This could lead to 

small (but increasing with the iterations) polarization changes. 

4.3- CHOICE OF THE REFLECTOR SYSTEM 

in a quasi-optical transmission line it is foreseen to use a discrete number Df 

mirrors. Their mer.hanical installation and their stable position can give some 

problem. Their alignment can be done first with the help of a laser beam (He-Ne) 

and then with a real microwave source at low power which reproduces exactly the 

beam shape. H great care has to be taken in the choice of the supports which 

should permit at the same time an easy adjustment and be résistent enough to 

avoid any misalignement once definitively fixed. 

Confocal reflector systems have often foreseen to be used in beam waveguides 

<15>. In this scheme the mirrors have coincident foci (fig.4a). 

Let rl and r2 be the curvature radius of two spheroidal mirrors and a be their 

distance. Defining two new variables as 

it is possible to deduce the fallowing stability condition valid for any 

reflector system: 

o * a-i •%*. ±i- (^ 

this condition (plotted in fig. /) presented in Ret. <16> for mirrors having the 

same axis is in general valid also tor reflector with different axis. In this 

graphic unstable .regions are shaded. We recall that in a stable system the 

energy is almost totally conserved after each reflection. 
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In a confocal scheme the distance between two reflectors is a = l/2(rl+r2). I he 

only stable con-focal system is tor a = rl = r2. But this configuration, though 

having the minimum diffraction losses, is on the border of the instable region. 

A small variation from the ideal con-focal dimensions is sufficient to produce 

high losses. Therefore in the future we will consider nearly-confocal systems 

which lay in a stable zone. 

Hs a consequence, tor the beam propagation we will take into consideration a 

non-confocal propagation scheme like the one shown in tig. 8. In this ticjre, 

"c" is the distance between the axis of two comequsnt mirrors ,"a" is the 

distance between the centers of two consequent mirrors and "b" =â.cos(o!.'} 

The angle £_ • between the beam a>:is and the normal to the mirror at the center, 

has to tie choosen properly (higher A. possible) in order to reduce the number 

ot reflections but avoiding at the same time high diffraction losses or 

depolarization effects. 

Reflectors having oL =45 ° are useful to obtain 90 * . bends. If the 

transmission angle <3L is different from .45 ° a great care has to be 

taken for bending the beam when necessary. Indoubtly the use of 90° bends 

is the easiest solution.(see also Section 11.5). 
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SJ SOURCE-10-LINE BEAM MfttCHINB 

S.l- THE GENERAL PROBLEM 

Nowadays commercial gyrotrons deliver only about 200 ' M each, in a frequency 

range frais 28 to 140 <3Hz. In the near future, high powe microwave sources, like 

gyrotrons or free Electron Lasers (FED, should be available to deliver power 

over l iiW/unit, in a frequency range from 3 to 300 GHz (and more), 

rhe lower frequency limit of 3 GHz is about the frequency used for Lower Hybrid 

Heating of a plasma, while 250 GHz is the upper frequency up to new proposed for 

high density Electron Cyclotron Heating of a plasma. Therefore we will licit our 

investigation to the wavelength range from 1 to 100 am, keeping in mind that an 

extension of the use of an optical propagation is surely possible beyond this 

range. 

If we consider the use of gyrotrons delivering a power of about 200 KW per unit, 

the utilization of a quasi-optical transmission lirce tar each tube mil lead to 

a very high number of mirrors if the total power is in the order of few MWs. 

Therefore in our analysis we will consider transmission lines capable to 

propagate at least 1 MW at atmospheric pressure. 

Hnyway, we can assume to use together several 200 KW gyrotrons to obtain a total 

power of 1 or 2 MM. We can also suppose to use together several (future) 1 MM 

gyrotrons to obtain fcr instance a 10 or liO MW line for future fusion reactors. 

In this case we could think at a first optical component (for instance a 

parabolic mirror like the one proposed in <17> for ECH on'JED, to concentrate 

all the bejms radiated by the waveguides at the gyrotron exits. This first 

critical reflector should properly concentrate the power on the first mirror at 

the quasi-optical transmission line in order to obtain as soon as possible an 

approximated TEMOO mode (fig. 9a) with the minimum possible of losses. A similar 

scheme can be used if quasi-optical converters are used at the gyrotron exits. 
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fin alternative solution to group together the microwave beams is shown in -fig. 

9b. In this case the waveguides constituting the gyrotron exits couples suitably 

almost all their power into a large diameter pipe. If a low Loss mode is excited 

in the pipe, we could even think to carry the power in this oversized waveguide. 

Otherwise we should suitably transform this mode to be launched as a 

quasi-Saussian beam. 

On the contrary, using a FEL, the high delivered power is already available at 

the exit of the source in a unique Gaussian beam. 

It is evident that the beam converging component is a critical point of the 

line, but we estimate that its losses (diffraction, ohmic and made conversion) 

can be opportunely limited, and the advantage of having an unique transmitted 

beam is anyway largely superior to the inconvénients given by eventual losses. 

If a quasi-optical converter is used at the gyrotron exit, a well designed 

mirror should assure the correct matching of the Baus^ian beam with the first 

reflector of the quasi-optical line. On the contrary, if the HEll mode is 

radiated by a waveguide, an optimization of the waveguide radius is possible. 

S.2- BEAM PARAMETERS FOR 1HE MATCH1N6 

5.2.1- GAUSSIAN BEAM FÛRMULAS 

Whether we use a radiated HEll mode or directiv a IEMOO mode, the beam shape is 

well approximated by a Baussian function, in fact, referring to fig. 10a, we can 

express the beam transverse intensity profile by the formula: 

r(y*a)« Xtea) e*pf-pVr aj (s) 

where z is the abscissa along the propagation axis, Q the radial coordinate and 

r is the beam radius of the 1/e points of the intensity profile. At the beam . 

waist (where the beam size is minimum and the phase front is plane; with z = 0, 

we have ; r = r 0. 
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Classical <18> relationships giving the variation with z of the l/« intensity 

radius r along the axis, the c~-vature radius of the wave front 'ic, the beam 

divergence 9a (defined as the angle between the bean assis and the asymptotic 

direction corresponding to the bean radius r ; fig.10b), the beam intensity I on 

the axis and the total beam power P are respectively: 
V*. 

Kr0 

=- *••[- mi ta) 

P = IT^I, (1°) 
where lo is the beam intensity on the axis at the waist. 

If a Baussian beam incides perpendicularly on a circular plane mirror of radius 

£ placed at a distance z from the waist Cfig.ll.', part of the total beam 

power is lost because of beam truncation (Pd), while the rest is reflected <Pr>. 

For this model we can use the same expressions obtained for the diffraction 

(truncation) losses of a Baussian beam by a circular aperture of radius £L 

<19>. The relative formulas are: 

Pd = v X 0 r.a e.*f (- fz /rf) (H) 

where 
i n - •"* U- *L'*/£*)*]" * '-> 



2* 

calling ijj ' and la' respectively the radius and the on axis intensity at the 

image waist, it is possible to give an estimation of the reflected beam 

modification due to truncation effects for the finite mirror size. 

Fallowing Belland and Crenn <20>, the beam radius modification due to 

diffraction effects (which, from eq.(8) is equal to the angular divergence 

variation tde/8ro is in the ratio: 

and r.he intensity variation is: 

Ho (4- zcasfiju +L>) 

where 

Ê = 
K I " 
4 ftc 

From these formulas, valid in the far field approximation, it is possible to 

find ti at the effects of the truncation are negligible on the reflected beam 

parameters when 

z 
rz 

>3 U*) 

Similar conditions have been given also by Dickson <33> and by lanaka et 

al.<34>. 
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b.ii.Li- BEflM-TP-WWEGUIuE IWrCHINS 

Let's consider now a circular oversized waveguide, fed by a high power source, 

radiating a HEU made towards the first reflector of a quasi-optical 

transmission line, in this kind c system, the first reflector is not 

necessarily in the far field, of trie r? îating antenna. 

The distance between the antenna p id the first mirror has a strong influence on 

the shape of the radiated be; <. As reported by Rebuffi and Crenn <10>, an 

optimized Gaussian approximation of the HE11 radiated field is possible 

considering a value ra/H for the intensity distribution given by the following 

hyperbola: 

to _ 4-1.5 6 Dn - 6J.65S ( i ? , 
a ~ AOO s>„ - is& 

which is reported in fig. 12. In the formula, D * = D A-/P? , where R is 

the waveguide radius and 1) is the distance between the antenna and the 

observation point. From this figure we can deduce that a correct HEil Gaussian 

approximation is possible only when the beam waist radius r does not depend on 

the distance from the antenna i.e. for On > 5. Ht lower distances, the intensity 

distribution of the propagating beam is still Gaussian but the beam does not 

propagates with the laws of a Saurian beam (r0 varies with 0». Its wave front 

is different from that of a Gaussian beam and the theory of the reflection of a 

Gaussian beam an a mirror can not be applied, therefore it is better to place 

the first mirror of tha optical line at a distance 

t> > - M l U s) 

in order to consider a HE11 Saussian approximation with '.10>: 

R 
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Un the other side, in the considered optical propagation model, the waist beam 

radius is placed between two mirrors and is given (from classical laser 

resonator theory <1S> and fig. 3) by the following expression valid in the near 

and in the far field: 

To 

For the followings we prefer to consider, when passible, only the variables 

(réf. fiç S): 

cos J- ' V< T 

From these, we can define a new suitable variable: 

CCScL 

its usefulness will be evident in nei:t paragraphs. 

Using these variables, eg. (2CU becomes: 

^ f^7 '**> 
lo find the optimized dimension of the waveguide radius for the beam matching, 

we have to use eq.(IH) and eq. d'W. 

s 0.6? ne U2) 
The matching radius ft is represented in fig.13 for a reasonable range of 

values. 

fis a consequence, from eqs. (19) and (23), the distance of the first mirror from 

the waveguide antenna should be: 

A 
in order to consider a HE11 Gaussian approximation. 

Therefore, once A ,b and A are chosen, the optimum waveguide radius is 

also defined in order to reduce at the minimum the matching losses. 
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S.*.3 flgfllt-TQ-RER-ECTIMB BEAM WAVEGUIDE MflfCMHG 

In this section we want to analyse the transformation of a oi 'en Gaussian beam 

into another Gaussian beam of prescribed properties using a suited reflector, or 

in other words we have to match the mode of one structure to those of the 

reflector beam waveguide system (whose modes are well defined by the geometry of 

the system). 

In optical transmission lines we should face one of the fallowing problems: i) 

matching of beams coming out of different waveguides and grouped approximately 

in a unique beam, ii) matching of a beam resulting from a quasi-optical 

conversion or iii) matching of a beam already propagating in a reflecting beam 

waveguide but suffering a change in the propagation angle. 

Ihe solution for the general matching problem is well known when the matching 

element is a thin lens <1S>. An equivalent solution can be given for a reflector 

having focal length f. Let t1 and rz be the intensity waist radius respectively 

for the beam to transform and transformed (fig.l4J. introducing the confocal 

parameters of the two beams: 

pi = 4TT rt ( ^ 
.A 

we can define as characteristic distance of the matching, the value: 

!o obtain the matching, the distances dl and d2 Df the two described waist from 

the mirror center have to be adjusted in order to satisfy the expressions: 
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In these expression the signs must be both positive or both negative. 
If in an optical transmission line a variation of the transmission angle is 
necessary, there Mill be a mirror which will assure the matching between the 
preceding and the fallowing reflectors. fl similar problem is the beam coming out 
of a quasi-optical converter which has to be matched with the beam propagating 
in the beam waveguide. We can apply to these two problems the parameters of our 
Reflecting Beam Naveguide -System (RBWS). In this case we assume that the waist 
radius rl is fixed by the geometry of the system and is equal to ra (eq.22;: 

The focal length of the mirror is taken half the reflector distance: 

2- a.oe&é. 

Inserting these values in eqs. <24) to (28) we obtain the following matching 
conditions: 

•il^Kol. ^ 4-TT ) 

1'herefore, in one casa the shape of the reflector in the quasi-optical converter 
and hence the waist of the converted Gaussian beam determines the position of 
the matching mirror. In the other case, when the propagation angle is changed, 
we think it is better to keep constant the waist radius : rl = r'i - ra .In 
this way we keep constant A or the ratio h/casà- . Hence, a variation 
in à. . leads to a variation in the distance b while there is no change in the 
distance between the waists and the mirror. 
fl third case is represented by the beams emitted by several waveguides which 
have to be matched to the beam propagating in the beam waveguide system. This 
problem has been siready illustrated in fig. Va. lo simplify the scheme we 

i 
consider only two beams which have to be grouped to obtain approximately a 
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unique propagating bean having a waist radius r«. The correct beam size will be 
obtained only after reflection on the first mirror of the RBWS. The total 
matching is actually obtained with this first mirror and with a paraboloidal 
mirror which- receives the beam3 emitted by the waveguides and focalize them in 
the parabola focus where ...will be placed the first mirror of the RBWS. In order 
to obtain at the reflection a beam having a waist radius r0, the waist r2 of the 
beam transformed by the parabolidal mirror has to be equal to the spot size on 
the mirror = A / i T T (which is defined by the geometry of the RBWS as we 
will see in eq. (5B)). We assume that the beams emitted by the waveguides have 
an equal waist rl which is given by the matching condition (eq. 19) : rl/R =4tt 
Considering for each emitted beam only its axis of propagation, from fig. 9a we 
deduce the following distances: 

au - Jf« - $<*• r <*" - gz< - Éki. 

diz = [fx^ - x*)*- + r^* -tot}**-

The distances du and dtj have to satisfy eq. (27) while the distances o ^ a n d 
<iz2 n a v B t o satisfy eq. (26). As rl and r'Â are supposed to be known, the only 
unknown is the mirror focal length which has to be imposed following the 
critérium of reducing the dimension of the whole system. In this way the 
position of the first mirror of the R6WS is exactly fixed and the equation of 
the paraboloid is easily deducible. 
We recall that this reasonment has been done for the central rays of the two 
beams in the geometrical optics approximation. Actually the divergence of the 
different beams can complicate the problem and a careful design of the matching 
mirror is needed tc reduce the unavoidable diffraction losses when grouping the 
beams. Besides, as the two incident beams do not have exactly the same axis of . 
incidence, after reflection on the mirror it will not result exactly a unique 
beam. 
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b) UvERVlEW ON CQNFUCHL REFLECTORS IHEQRV 

6.1- THE FRESNEL NUMBER 

Fundamental works on coniocal resonators have been done by Boyd and Gordon <7>, 

and by Fox and Li <8>, and summarized in the review paper by Kogelnik and Li 

<1S>. in Re*.<8> the problem of the beam propagation between two rec' -ngular or 

circular plane mirrors have been treated, in the same work it has been painted 

out that using con-focal spherical mirrors the focusing action of this kind of 

reflectors gives rise to lower diffraction losses. While Fox and Li considered 

confocal spherical reflectors having circular cross section of radius s, Boyd 

and Gordon developed a theory for confocal spherical reflectors with square 

cross section of width equal to 2s. 

In their fundamental work on reflector beam waveguides Oegenford et al. <14> 

considered a beam propagating between elliptical paraboloid reflectors. This is 

a nearly-confocal system which.approximates closely a confocal spherical mirror 

system having small curvature. Ihis small curvature condition is equivalent to 

state <8>tklt tteseparation between mirrors is large compared to the mirrors 

dimensions or that S*"/aÀ is much less than (where 

a is the distance between the mirrors centers). If this condition is verified, 

the actual dimensions of the mirrors and their spacing are no longer important. 

The only parameter of importance is the Fresnel number N: 

N a-âl. (13) 
SA 

this is approximately equal to the number of Fresnel zones seen in one mirror 

from the center of the following or preceding mirror, and it determines also the 

number of ripples of the field distribution on the mirror. Anyway in confocal 

spherical systems the Fresnel number is close to unity and a smooth amplitude 

distribution is expected an.' the mirrors. 
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6.2- PROPAGATION THEORY FOR ELLIPTIC PflRflBOLOHML REFLECIOR 

For our Re-flecting Bean Waveguide design, we will -folio» the work of Degenford 

et al. '. 14> who -Followed at his time the .work of Boyd and Gordon <7> for 

con-focal spherical reflectors a-f square section. Ms previously said, it is not 

possible to distinguish between parabolic and spherical reflectors if the 

reflector curvature is sufficiently small. Besides, in a beam waveguide system, 

the mirrors are no more faced, thus the mirror surface has to take into account 

the different phase variation due to the propagation angle 3. . Degenfard shown 

that taking an elliptic p&rabalid of equation 

Z = -*L + ,bYZ (30) 
lb 2.a* 

it is possible to obtain for a reflecting beam waveguide system, the same field 

distribution between the mirrors like in the confocal system described by Boyd 

and Gordon. 

The modes and the diffraction losses of a confocal resonator and hence of our 

RBWS can be obtained from a self-consistent field analysis using Huygens' 

principle. Taking an electric field linearly polarized (perpendicular to the 

propagation plane: the plane which contains the propagation SKIS) in a point 

P'(K',y') of the surface S' equal to Ex'<x',y'J, at a point P(>!,yl of the other 

mirror, the electric field is given by summing all the contributions from the 

differential Huygens sources at ail points P' (fig.lS). Ihe result is: 

where P is in this case the distance between a point F on S and a point H" on 

S'. 
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This formulation is valid in the hypothesis <14>: 

ft- reflector dimensions small compared to the mirror spacing a 

8- reflector dimensions large compared to a wavelength 

In the binomial expansion of the distance j> , a third condition for negligible 

contribution to the phase term 6Xp(""j*j) of the higher order terms is: 

C- _£i <K 3 b foi) 
3A . zcsL-t + ra/b)*J 

In order to obtain in the elliptical paraboloid system a field distribution 

similar to the confocai resonator one, the field an the reflector is assumed to 

be of the form (after the coordinate change 9 '=y'*c/2 and P =y+c/2): 

E x- IK\ f) = Es PM (*D &» (?)'**? (-{ K c ?'/*) &) 

where Es is a constant and p^tx') and g„< Ç.') are functions of x' only and of 

? ' only, respectively. Respect Ffef.</> a phase term has been added to take 

into account the fact that the incident beam arrives on the reflector with an 

angle approximative!y equal to cL . 

The eigenfunctions of the system are obtained by requiring that the field 

distribution over S' reproduces itself within a constant over S : 

E x (*,f) = rm Cn E-s rV, ftJ$- f J>&x? C-4 K fa) (3 *) 

The proportionality factor <?m- C*i> gives the amplitude and the phase 

change. 

Solving the integral <eq.31) for the given field distribution (eq.34J one 

obtains that the modes Df the Reflecting Beam Waveguide are the same as those of 

the confocal resonator except for the phase shift along the surface of the 

reflectors. 

In general, these normal modes are spherical functions, but they can.be 

approximated with a Gaussian times a Her mi te polynomial. 

These modes, having negligible axial electric and magnetic field are designed by 

http://can.be
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lejlmn, where m and n equal 0,1,2 and retor to variations in the x and y 

directions respectively. 

The -fractional power loss per reflection due to diffraction effects is given by: 

where P is the incident power. 

Ihis function is shown in fig. 16 (adapted from </» versus the Kresnei number 

, for modes having different m values. 

The fundamental mode 1EM0O has the lowest diffraction losses which are well 

approximated by the relation: 

Therefore, being "the TEMU0 mode the most suitable for an optical transmission 

system, we can take the following field distribution on the elliptic parabolid 

reflector: 

Ihe electric field distribution in the mid-way plane between the reflectors is 

found inserting the field distribution on the mirror (eq.37) in the integral 

<eq.31J computing the field in the wanted plane U=—(c-/h$Z. Taking 

as radial coordinate in the plane, the field is given bv: 

We can see that the field in the mid-plane is given by a Gaussian distribution 

with an equiphase surface. Therefore in this plane locates the beam waist of the 

svstem. 
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6.3- SBU/'RINB 1HE CIRCLE i EBUlVflLENI UiFFRPCriPN LOSSES 

We have previously discussed the diffraction losses based on a model of square 

reflector of width 2s. Ihe same diffraction losses variation with N can be 

considered for the elliptical paraboloid reflector system proposed by Decentord. 

In this case we have to consider a rectangle of dimensions 3>S times 

In his work Oegenford considered for the experimental test, mirrors 

having an elliptical section encircling the given rectangle, keeping constant 

the ellipticity. Therefore the minor axis and the major axis of the elliptical 

reflector edge section ares Z5J2. and 4S-a.fi . In this 

way diffraction losses are lowered (they are already very smalll as the Fresnel 

number increases of a factor 2, but the mirror becomes even too much oversized. 

In order to consider more suited reflector dimensions we will try to find a 

spherical confocal mirror with circular section having the same diffraction 

losses as the designed square reflector. Fas: and Li <B> computed numerically the 

losses for such circular resonator. We introduce for these fractional losses an 

approximation for the fundamental TEMOO mode giver, by the expression: 

fis we will see later, an interesting value of the Fresnel number is N=l. 

Therefore we equate the losses for a squared mirror having N=l given by eq. 36 

(from eq.29 with N = 1, the reflector width is: 4 S = S,JàX ) 

with the losses for a circular mirror given by eq. (39). It results that for the 

equivalent circular mirror we have to introduce an equivalent Fresnel number N*: 

N'=- N- -f.O 
The consequent diffraction losses are now given by the expression: 

?d ,~ -4.ex.N-4.*2> + -tzi-

which is represented in fig. 17. 

f3S) 

http://4S-a.fi
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The equivalent Fresnei number N' leads to a value of the radius of the circular 

mirror equal to about 

the diffraction lasses approximated for a circular mirror by eqs. 36 and 40, 

have been computed by Boyd-Gordon and Fox-Li solving the diffraction integral 

(31) with the help of a computer. 

Here Me want to give an easy approximated solution to the problem of diffraction 

of a Gaussian beam by a spherical mirror with circular section of radius 2 ••• 

We impose that this rsflector has the same diffraction lasses of the square 

mirror of dimension .4S when N=l. 

The power diffracted bv a circular screen of radius £ is given by eq.ill): 

where 

Inserting the expression for A (eq.lv) in the definition of the Fresnei 

number <eq.24), we can express the reflector dimension s by: 

s = //7X (u<\ 

the equivalent mir ror radius i s i n t h i s case given by: 

Z = S W - W///ÏT fa) 
where W is the coeff icient for the equivalence that we are searching. 

inserting eq. (42) and eq. (18) in eq. 113). for £s — 
•Z.c<ssA 

1< * i f f / A we have: 

http://eq.lv
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which inserted in eq. <U> with eq. {'Ml gives: 

-Si- « e*P f-^W^) (44J 
Equating the losses tor a square mirror for N=l given by eq. (,S6) to the lasses 

tar the equivalent circular mirror of eq. (44) we obtain -for the equivalent 

Fresnel number 

N' = N • W - N- AA5 ~ N-fz 

Therefore from eq.(42) we have 

The equivalent diffraction losses are: 

JL = exp f-ATT-««̂ ) (M) 
This variation of Pd/P with N is also shown in fip.l/. 

As we can see in this -Figure, the lasses for the equivalent reflector of the Fox 

and Li model are practically the same as the losses of the square reflector for 

N values different from l «also reported in tiq.17), and both are not very 

different from our model. 

We can therefore consider valid our equivalent losses approximation far Fresnel 

numbers close to unity. 

Actual reflectors have to be of elliptical section. Ihis ellipse is described by 

the projection of the equivalent circular mirror on the plane passing for the 

mirror center and making an angle d- with the beam axis. As equivalent 

circular mirror we prefer the one having a radius Z given by eq.(45). In 

this way it will be easier to develop the following theory, and to consider the 

truncation effects due to the finite size of the mirrors. Besides the reflectors 

will be slightly oversized respect the spherical reflector described in <B>. 
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The elliptical reflector dimensions will therefore bei 

minor axis 

major axis = £, Z. -â- H Z S\£z £-
b b 

6.4- PARAMETER LIMITATIONS FROI» THE THEORY 

In the theory for the beam propagation among elliptical paraooloidal reflectors 

developed in sec. 6.2, we have assumed three hypothesis. We will see in this 

section when those conditions are satisfied and what are the consequences in the 

choice of the parameters of the system. 

The condition C ieq.32> <14> can also be written usina our current variables in 

the following way: 

s>« A b 

3. Siwa. (4 -t-t&sd.)*- . 

Substituing the value for s <eq.41> and solving for b / A we have 

As this condition derives from an approximation in the computation of the phase 

term of the electric field, we define now a coefficient "Z" called "phase safety 

factor". The condition 147) can be relaxed «<*>f«r- tlie low order modes ci 

propagation, and with the help of the factor I we can consider the equality: 

# -— 
> ces* .a. 

CÏ8) 

This curve is plotted in fig, IS vs the angle of incidence à- for two 

significative values of Is Z. = 12. and L=Z . We estimate that, at low 

frequency the curve has to be considered in order to contain the b 

value. At high frequency if ? 60 fcihz) the l = a safer curve can be considered 
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without having a too large system. Anyway all b/A . values superior to these 

curves are in a sate zone. 

The condition B, asking tor retlector dimensions large compared to a wavelength, 

is easily tulfilled. In tact, the maximum mirror dimension 4-Si*/feeiA 

has to be smaller than A . With a little algebra, ihe condition 

B writes: 

Considering the b/A values at tig.18 we can easily satisfy this condition 

tor U close to unity. 

The condition A, asking tor ret lector- dimensions small compared to the mirror 

spacing a.writes with our variables: 

Substituing the value tor s (pq.41), using eq.(4BJ and resolving tor N we 

obtain: 

H » fc ***** (s*) 
This condition is plotted in tig. 19 tor the two considered I values. We can see 

that the condition is largely fulfilled even at low a- for N close to unity. 
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7 NEflRLY-CQMFOCm. ELLIPTIC PftRflBuLtlHML RErLELIOhS Ukm UWEtiUlUk 

In this paragraph we will try to analyze in detail anj eventually to develop the 

Reflecting Beam Waveguide System proposed by Uegenford <14>. 

7.1- NEARLV-CuNFOCAL REFLECTORS 

In the considered model the reflector surface (of rectangular section) is 

described by the relation: 

Zb 2 3* 

In this case the mirror length is Z-S3/b and the width is 2 5 

Actually, to limit diffraction losses, we have to oversize slightly the mirror, 

substituting at s the parameter £. , where: 

J> A/ S flT" 

Therefore the mirror equation will become: 

«72 b z% a3-

In this case the mirror length is i £ â / f c and the width is S>.2. . The 

corresponding ellipse is represented in fig. 20a. 

This equation represents in the three dimensional space an elliptic paraboloid 

having the center in the origin of axis. For better understanding the mirror 

shape we will cut the mirror surface with sections in three orthogonal planes. 

The section between the mirror surface and the plane z = constant gives an 

ellipse (fig. 20bj, while the section with the y =0 plane is a parabola 

(tig.20c) , and with the x =0 plane is newly a parabola (fig.20d). 

For better qualifying this reflector system, we need to know the mirror 

curvature. 
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Therefore we try to assimilate the elliptic paraboloid reflector to a spheroidal 

reflector o* average radius rc -We can look at the reflector as formed by a 

series of parabolas passing from the x=0 plane to the y=0 plane with an elliptic 

law of variation. Me take for each parabola describing the mirror, its minimum 

curvature radius, which is given by twice its focal length (we have computed 

that the variation from the minimum curvature radius for the extreme point of 

the parabola, at the mirror edge, is practically negligible with the shape and 

the parameters used). Averaging the minimum curvature radius of each parabola 

from the plane x=0 to y=0 we obtain the equivalent average radius TV : 

cos à. 

Therefore the average curvature radius of the elliptic parabolid is equal to the 

distance between the mirror centers. 

Recalling eq.(3), and using eq.<51) we can write for the elliptic paraboloid: 

g,= d - - â _ - 4. b — = 0 
rc cas & Tc 

If we consider two identical reflectors faced each other, will be: g = gl =g2 . 

Me have to remember that the averaged curvature radius given in eq.(51). is an 

average between minimum values. Therefore these non-confocal reflectors are not 

exactly in the gl=0; g2=0 point of the stability diagram of fig. 7, (like a 

symmetric confocal system), but they lye on a 45° line respect the axi' 

gl and g^. This is why they are called nearly-coritocal reflectors, having 

pract- -ally as low diffraction losses as confocal mirrors, but lying at the same 

time in more stable zones. 
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7.2- NEflRLV-CONFQCftt. WAIST RftPIUS AND INTENSITY 

In eq. (20) we have given the waist radius deduced -for tar field confocal laser 

resonator, actually, we should consider the -formula given by Kogelnik and Li 

<18> for the waist between two non confocal spherical resonator 

\j4ir c^ts , ... COS.J. 

To = , _.' rsz) ,/,*b - p H X 
Insertinq in eq. (52) at the place of the curvature radius Y"c , the fictitious 

average: curvature radius for the elliptic paraboloid <eq. 51) we obtain: 

Mhich is identical to the con-focal beam waist of eq. (22). Therefore we will use 

this ra value -for the considered nearly-con+ocal system. 

As previously Shawn,.the field equation an the mirror and at the waist are given 

by eqs. (37) and (3B) respectively. The beam intensity is easily obtained making 

the product £.•£* . Using our parameters, from eq. (9) one can obtain the 

intensity on the mirror: 

I* • £* e*P [" 7T ' C** + fW<4J ft*) 
and the intensity at the beam weist: 

which confirms that the beam waist radius ra is given by eq. <53) or by eq. 

(22). 

file:///j4ir
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7.3- POWER CAPABILITY. SPOT SIZE AMD REFLECTOR SURFACE 

the power of a Baussian beam has already been defined in eq. (10) as: 

At the beam waist, from eq. (55), we have X 0=<2-£.s • 'he expression for 

the power in Watt is: 

P = TT r,* Et ( & 6 ) 

where f*o = tttpW* 

Substituting the ra value of eq.(53) and knowing that the breakdown field in air 

at atmospheric pressure is Eb = 2,6 -AO Mia . the maximum power iss 

where P is in MW and is. in mm2. 

The graphic of the maximum carried power vs /\_ is shown in tig.21. 

As usually in high power microwaves, we will take a power safety factor of about 

4. Therefore we have to consider a value of A & t&OO *")*i* to carry 1 

MW of power, and A & AZOOO yarn*' to carry 10 MM. 

For a beam waveguide the maximum power density occurs at the waist and its value 

is: 

Me could look at the power capability also from the point of view of the maximum 

electric field in the system. In this way we can consider the danger given by an 

eventual addition in phase of the different beams which compose the principal 

transmitted Gaussian beam <21>. Let's suppose of having, n equal Gaussian beams 

of power Pi, intensity on the axis at the waist li and beam waist radius rat- We 

recall that this is only an approximation to evaluate the maximum electric field 

in a limit condition. Actually, a perfect mixing of n Gaussian beams without 

losses in an unique beam is not possible. Anyway we will consider that the union 
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of these n beams leads to a new Gaussian beam of power Ptot, intensity on the 

axis at the waist Itot and beam waist radius ro< From eq.(10) we haves 

Pror - n Pi. = n i r I i i " « s 7 T -J--n»r • !"•*• 

Ihe relationship between the intensity of the iiiobal beam and those of each 

single beam is therefore the following: 

r«* TT r° 

In Section 5.2.2 we have shown that if the distance of the different emitting 

waveguides of radius R, from the first mirror is superior to 

2-2.4 -A/A , the emitted HE11 mode can be well represented by the 

Gaussian approximation (eq.19) 

js- = O.A-2. 

In this case the optimized dimension of the waveguide for the beam matching is 

given by eq. Ci3) : 

R = 0.(,7[K 

Therefore we ;an consider the beam waist radius of the sinole beams composing 

the transmitted beam as given bys 

Besides, we recall that the beam waist radius of the total Baussian beam is 

defined by the geometry of the system and is given by eq. V£Z) 

f 4»r 
Inserting these values of beam waist radius in the previous expression for the 

total intensity, we verify that the matching condition requires that the beam 

waist radius of the single beam is equal tD the beam waist radius of the global 

beam s r c^ = re . Hence, the total intensity is n times the intensity of each 
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beam: 

~£-r&r ' * " 1 - t 

Recalling that the intensity of each beam is the square of the electr ic f i e l d we 

have: 

£ l Z s. Xc * $er e.ac\n single. be<9*n 

ETor = I W = « I s r v) E * : Pur H e jWwl l»4«i 

Substituting the dépendance of Itot with the total power we have at last: 

(Ptot is qiven in MW and .A. in m * ». 

(his value represents the maximum electric field obtained by setting in phase n 

Gaussian beams which constitue a Gaussian beam of total power Ptot and 

transmitted by a system characterized by the parameter J\. .. In fig. 22 we show 

this maximum field for the frfer* /.A- ratio currently used in our 

examples (Ptot/:̂ \. = 1/0.0015) when different beams are grouped together. We 

recall that the breakdown field in air of 2.9-10 . KV/m must be reduced of at 

least a safety factor 2 (for the electric tieldJ and if we consider that close 

the mirrors there are actually two superposing beams (one incident and one 

reflected) we should double this factor, therefore the maximum admissible 

electic field in an optical transmission line will be El: 

E.t = Z.e-S^M = ?z5 KV/m 

Therefore the values ot the maximum electric field must be inferior to 7?3 KV/m 

to work in a safe range, .as shown in fig. 22. 
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the expression tor the maximum electric field, give a condition -For the minimum 

' J\. value that can be taken tor a line composed of n beams, carrying a total 

power Ptot: 

A = 4 n ^rOT 
Ê* 

exponential term -falls to . £ _ i is deduced bv eq. (34) 

rz « p r 
it is possible to verHy that the same expression can be obtained using eq.(6) 

+31" the variation of r with z, taking halt the distance between two mirrors 

3 = •—— . R-om eqs. <10) and <5a> it is also possible to compute that the 

power in the spot size is about \A - B." J— &t>.Z%> ot the incident power. 

Knowing from eq.<30) the equation of the reflector surface, we can compute its 

area: 

sa. . s , 

**s H l fcj*j/* /' + fahO% [if -^•f- f53> 

actually, we have taken as mirror dimension £ — S 3-iX> , therefore the 

total reflector area, after substitution in eq.15VJ is: 

[he dimension ot the reflector vs A. ' . tor different values ot 3u are 

plotted in tig. 23. 

In the same wav we can compute the effective spot size surface, inserting the 

spot size radius (eq.SB) in eq.<5v). we obtain: 

fiss X * \ (6i) 
" TT casd. 
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Ihe ratio between the total reflector surface and the spot size surface, gives 

an idea of the mirror oversizing: 

-*S- # /s/ira/S: d 3 iU* N = i.) fez) 

Also A is an index of the mirror oversizing. In fact, -from eq. (60) we can 

say that A is equal to the effective mirror surface «mirror surface 

perpendicular to the beam .propagation axis - P[f c-Osà- ) divided by 

7.4- IRUNCAVIGN EFFECTS 

We still have to verifv the truncation effects due to the beam diffraction on 

the finite mirror. For doing that, we have to use our model for the 

approximation of the equivalent diffraction losses described in section 6.3. 

what we will do here is a further approximation, because in this scheme we 

violate the hypothesis of far field and the fact that the diffraction "aperture" 

(in our case it is a mirror) is not perpendicular to the propagation axis. 

Anyway, we will see that using «L =45 and placing the mirrors rather 

far away each other, the first violation can be removed. For the second, as we 

use elliptical paraboloid reflectors, we will consider the projection of the 

mirror elliptical edge section in a plane passing through the mirror center and 

perpendicular to the beam axis (see fig.24a). In this case we obtain a circle of 

radius X •-

Using this model the beam having a first waist radius = r a , incides on the 

screen S of radius £ • 'he fraction of power lost by truncation is given by 

eq.(11): 

where in this case the ftp , following the equivalent losses approximation is 
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given by eq.(43J: 

$Z = - ^ - (*& 

The reflected power Pr will be therefore given by eq.(12): 

•&-=.'±- tx?(-fi/rt) (4±) 

As second step of the discussion, we consider the projection of the reflector in 

a plane perpendicular to the reflected beam axis (fig.24b). In this case the new 

waist of the diffracted beam is away from the diffracting screen. Iherefore the 

variation of the beam radius is given by eq. 114), where the variables, using 

the current parameters, write: 

b u + f *•-* r 7 
c ~ zeasA. i- l A / 4 T W J 

• 2. 

io have negligible truncation effects, we said (eq.16) that £./c^ ^ 3 

Taking the value of p£. leq.43) and inserting the condition for low 

truncation (eq.16), we obtain for the diffraction lasses (eq.ll): 

p 
Me recall that the power lost at the diffraction is given by eq.(41) in the 

equivalent losses approximation 

^-H &<r(-7rN2,ÏZ) (40 
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If we equate the exponentials of eqs (63) and (46). we see that the diffraction 

effects on the beam parameters are negligible when: 

N #± 
Therefore taking N = 1 (to limit the mirror dimensions), it is passible to 

verify that the beam radius variation (and hence the beam divergence variation 

9o /&o ) is about 1 X per iteration, and the intensity variation given by 

eq. (IS) is about 27. which can be not negligible it a large number of mirrors is 

empioied. 

7.5- THE FOCAL SHIFT 

The use of the Gaussian beam diffraction theory of Boyd and Gordon extended to 

spheroidal mirrors, with the equivalent losses approximation, gave the 

fundamental limitation: Z Sfg ^ 3 , which at its time led to the 

condition M ^ 1. The fact that the effects of the finiteness of the mirror 

dimensions are negligible when the mirror radius is three times larger than the 

spot size, allows us the use of the classical values tor the position and 

dimension of the beam waist (eqs.(6) and (22)>. In fact, the general problem of 

the tocalization of a Gaussian beam by a lens or by a mirror can give different 

results with different X. ̂ J f values. This phenomenon is known under the 

name of focal shift <22>. Hs shown by lanafca at al. <.2S>, the maximum axial 

intensity and the minimum field spread (two different definitions of the beam 

waist) are in different axial positions tor the converging beam. Mhen the ratio 

. S ^ T s increases, the maximum axial intensity and the minimum field spread 

tend to the same axial position and for £/?% ~ 3 (tor any value of 

the spot size and of the focal length) this position coincides with the 

classical position tor the beam waist. 
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S flfllW PWW1ETERS OF QUflSI-OPI ICffl. 1RHNSM1SS1QN LINES 

tt large succession of mirrors like in a beam waveguide system becomes 

interesting only when a large amount of power is carried by. in next examples we 

will focalize our attention on two values of transported powers 1 MM and 10 MU, 

corresponding respectively to about J\.4 =ASOO «HIM and J^4o = iSOOO 

V"***<from eq. (57), taking-a safety factor = 4). 

Other parameters of the RBWS can be deduced from the theoretical phase 

condition. In fact substituting in this condition leq.48) the expression for b: 

fc> s A - cas A. 

we obtains 

This is an intrinsic equation to find the minimum propagation angle £L at 

different wavelengths. For the two choosen values -A.» . and Ji-iO > in fig. 

25 are shown the corresponding minimum oL at which a RBWS can be designed for 

different A /alues. inserting the eq.(64J in the expression for b, it is 

possible to compute the value of b in correspondence of a given propagation 

angle cV. . For the two choosen values of A the curves represented also in 

fig. 25 give the minimum b value for a maximum ÔL . The graphics of fig. 25 

have been realized for the two previously considered phase safety factors Z=2 

and Z-.J.2s (tig. 25a and 25b respectively), therefore, once choosen the 

wavelength for the beam waveguide, it is passible to deduce from these figures 

the corresponding minimum and maximum propagation angle oX, and the minimum b 

value for the design. 
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Another important limitation in a RBWS design, is the number of iterations per 

unit length. If L is the transmission line length, and Ni is the number of 

iterations in the line, from geometrical consideration (see fig.8) the number of • 

iterations per unit length are: 

No _ _J (6£) 

L. ~ k^<k 

rhis curve is plotted in -fig. 26 -far the two considered values of Lambda and Z. 

In this -figure b=bmin, therefore the computed Ni/L are the maximum number of 

iterations for a chooaen value of wavelength and for the corresponding ÔL .. Any 

other values of b >bmin Mill give a lower number of iterations for unit length 

(increasing at the same time the transversal dimension of the system). 

Always from geometrical considerations, the number of reflections Nr ares 

Nr = No - i m J=^— - ± (66) 

In a reasonable RBWS we consider that there should be at maximum 

1 iteration per unit length (usually the unit length is in meters). 

Hence, far A-i. , Ni/L «ill be ^ 1 only for d-^-S-S" , (2=2) or far 

A. ^ 63> 1.1= ÏZ. . ) , corresponding respectively (fig.25a and 25b) to a 

lower possible design frequency of 230 and 270 GHz. 

Iaking A =1500u Vnvn*- NJ/L i l for a . ^ ^ 5 " (2=2) and 

c/L %r£tO <Z= l i . Considering the lower transmission angle 

dt. s. 4tS* the minimum frequency in the case 2=2 (from fig. 2Sa) is f=29 

13Hz. 

From fig.25a,b and fig. 26 we can see that to obtain Ni/L &1, the bmin value is 

rather large (of the order of a meter), above ail at high propagation angle and 

hence at high frequencies., This wide reflectors spacing, necessary to reduce the 

iterations number and at the same time to obtain a low diffraction and low 

diverging beam having the same shape all along the optical path, leads to 

problems of .room which are different from case to case. 
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in the following, me will consider eight different beam waveguide systems. In 

certain cases tor a de-fined wavelength the corresponding bmin value will be kept 

(bmin configuration : BMC). In other cases a line having b>bmin and 

3L=C* S • Wiii be considered (45° configuration : 45C>. 

The conditions imposed to determine tne transmission line parameters are: 

- to carry a power £ 10 MW { A ^ 15000 mm-4, ) 

- the reflectors have to • be at the same normalized distance one respect the 

other, tor the different systems. 

To explicitata the second condition, we consider an equivalent diameter of the 

beam source defined as: 

(from far field consideration: 2.1*0 - R .J 

If "a" is the mirror spacing =. t>/c<aSol, , tor all the mirrors of all the 

systems the following condition must hold: 

JL AL - a (&) 
H A 

I :his case the reflectors are placed (one respect the other) at the upper 

limit of the Rayleigh rone tor a circular aperture with a nearly-Gaussian field 

distribution. In other words, the reflectors are at the limit zone where the 

beam divergence has alomst reached its asymptotic value and the phase front is 

nearly plane. 

From these limitations we will consider eight examples of quasi-optical lines 

earring 10 MWs at different frequencies, having the parameters reported in fable 

ill (see also Table V - paragraph 10). 
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<Le Ç <bUz A wvn4' 
H 43 3 70/10/ 

S 45 • 2B 15000 

C 56 60 15000 

0 62 '100 15000 

E 45 100 21213 

F 65 140 15000 

e 70 300 15000 

H 45 500 14142 

(able III 
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V BEAM HWEBUIPE LOSSES 

To know the efficiency of a beam waveguide system, we have to compute its total 

losses. Diffraction losses due to the finite mirror size have already been 

considered in paragraph 6. We have also seen that it is possible to reduce 

considerably this kind of lasses reducing at the same time beam truncation 

effects taking a Fresnel number ^ 1. In this case diffraction and divergence 

lasses are almost negligible and other kind of losses can became importants 

atmospheric losses, depolarization lasses and, above all, ohmic lasses. 

9.1 OHMIC LOSSES 

We have already said in section 4.2.2 that ohmic losses are different if the 

propagation is in the plane of the beam polarization (E plane) or perpendicular 

to it (H plane). Hs the losses are lowar in the H plane, the following 

expression will be considered for the ohmic lasses per reflection: 

P A 

P 
— = 4 <K25OL ÏLêeJL J^E fr) 

These ohmic losses can be enhanced if there is a strong beam depolarization (as 

we will see in section 9.3) at the reflection. 

Equation V2) can be explicited in term of the wavelength in the following way: 

•^~-= O.hbSh casd,J-£— (éf) 
? 

where & is conductivity of the reflector eKpressed in SZ~ vn , and 

lambda is the wavelength in meters. The ohmic losses per reflection are shown in 

fig. 27 for the different exaples choosen and for different reflector materials 

copper or silver ( C » 3.8 f 6.2 • 40* -12. Wl" ) and alluminimum ( C 

-Z.B-40* A " 1 ^ 1 ,. 
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In our calculation we have decided, supported by Ref.<32>, to increase these 

losses by the -following factor Se: 

Se=1.5 for f 130 IsHzi 

Se=1.75 for 30 GHz<f<100 BHzJ 

Se=2 for f£100 6Hz 

to take into account anomalous skin effects. 

Ihs comparison between the cases H and G or between 0 and E, shows the advantage 

to use a higher SL value to reduce the ahmic losses per reflection. Besides, 

using a higher <=L , one decreses the number of iterations ieq.t/S) and hence the 

total ohinic lasses are reduced too. 

Another interesting parameter are the ohmic losses per unit surface in the 

mirror spot size' .: cL> . Recalling from section /.3 that in the spot size the 

power is (1- & ) times the incident power, the total power per unit surface 

inciding in the spot size is (from eq. (3/) and 161)): 

p « = (-1 ~ e - i) • 2. ?3 • -to'3A V e>***> CHW/M^J 

Therefore the ohmic losses per unit surface in the spot size are given by: 

where C is in SV vy\~ ., \̂ i n m > a nd J2. . is expressed in W/cm** . 

In fig.28 the values of d— are reported for the different considered cases. If 

we except the two high frequency cases having <i = 45 . (where we have a 

maximum of o.; W/cm3- .), the losses are inferior to 0.2 W/cma' . 

Recalling that these are the peak ohmic losses per unit surface in the spot 

size, and that they are independent of total carried power (actually the spot 

size dimensions depend on the carried power: eq.61) the mirror heatii:g due to 

these losses can be evacuated without any problem in the transmission line by 

simple radiatjon and convection. The heat evacuation in the line can also be 

easier if in the screening tube a flux of gas (e.g. dry nitrogen) is present. 
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9.2 ATMOSPHERIC LOSSES 

in long length transmission lines the atmospheric absorption could became an 

important loss factor, depending on the frequency and on the gas where the 

propagation occurs. In fig.2? we can see the atmospheric absorption at different 

frequencies due to oxygen and water vapor. 

lo compute the atmospheric losses for our examples of Table ill, we define an 

atmospheric absorption coefficient Caa (absorption per unit length) whose 

values, deduced from fig.29 will be reported in labia V (see paragraph 10). To 

obtain the total atmospheric lasses, we have to consider the total effective 

path. As the average optical path between tvio mirrors is equal to a - b/CiHSA. , 

the total effective beam path is given by: 

Actually the optical transmission line has to be screened by a metallic tube to 

avoid microwave leakage (see Section 11.2). The atmosphere of the screening pipe 

can be composed Df different kinds at gas to increase the br eakdown voltage, or 

it could be composed by dry nitrogen in order to reduce the absorption due to 

water vapours. Anyway in our examples we will consider the simplest propagation 

in free air. 

9.3- [HE DEPCILflRIZttl'ICIN EFFECV 

Une defines the Plane of Incidence (Pi) of a beam on a mirror, as the plane 

individuated by the normal at the mirror and the beam direction of propagation 

in the point of incidence. 

The reflection coefficients for the beam intensity, are different if the 

polarization is perpendicular or parallel to the plane of incidence. When the 
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electric -field o-f the beam is perpendicular to the PI we have -for the first 

order (in y and i ) terms: 

rf* A - fri) 

V 
and when is parallel to PI we have: 

4-
z&{% -L)" 

< + &(•%-L)V +(^r-lfV-
(?*•) 

where i is the angle o-f incidence of the beam respect the mirror normal and 

is the refraction index given by : 

y •t. 6* ^ 

faking è0= 8.854-VO" 4 fls/V» for the dielectic constant and C =• (>--i0 

SlT 1A~ for . the copper conductivity (neglecting anomalous skin effects), 

with c^> = Z.~n^ 

values: 

, we can find for different frequencies t, the following 

t (GHJJ y 

3 18942 

28 6200 

6U 4236 

1<J0 3281 

14U 2773 

300 1894 

I able IV 

lhe behaviour of rj. and r / f tar the considered frequencies is 

reported in fig.3u tor a range of incioent angle values of interest in a RBMS. 

Far sake of semplicity we will consider only the two principal planes ot the 

mirror s y = 0 and x = 0. 
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In the x = 0 plane (propagation plane) the polarization is in theory strictly 

perpendicular to the PI. Furthermore, the average angle of incidence <i = * J 

will be taken in the range 4-5a-i- PO • fls we can see from eq. (72), for 

*:,eSB 'ngles of incidence, rj.8' is almost equal to unity, (he difference 

(1 — ITj.2" ) is an indication of the chmic losses, which are higher for higher 

frequency values, as we can see from the V values. 

In all the other planes (x..^-0) a depolarization effect is in theory possible. 

In fact due to the mirror curvature the incident beam polarization can not be in 

the PI. Two electric field components will be present: one parallel and the 

other perpendicular to the PI. These components will be reflected respectively 

with a coefficient r/y and rj_ which are different. As the two electric 

field components will be not reflected in the same way, the reflected beam will 

have a total polarization slightly different from the incident one. 

Actually this effect is very small for the considered reflectors, because of 

their very small curvature and because of the limited angle of incidence 

(A. £ ^f(f) which avoids a large difference between rj. • and r^ 

Anyway we try to give here a numerical example of the depolarization lasses. 

We take as incident point in the y=0 plane the y, corresponding to the spot size 

edge. From eq. (58) we have x= J_/\, /a-TT '. Inserting this value in the 

equation for the intensity variation on the mirror (eq.S4), we have at the point 

of incidence, a ratio between the field in the point and the maximum field in 

the center equal to: 

-|- = JW- = fi?1 - 0.^73 
Therefore the electric field at the considered point is about 377. of the maximum 

incident field. This 377. can be decomposed into two components: one 

perpendicular Ej_ and the other parallel £.// • to the PI, following the mirror 

curvature at the considered point. From the geometry of fig.31 the normal at the 

mirror in the point p makes an angle n with an horizontal plane, while the 
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incident ray makes approximatively an angle T .. From the geometry of the 

system and the mirror equation I3u) we have: 

v zees.* *b / 

Calling 0 the angular difference 

the electric field components of the incident ray are given by: 

£s ET 
Me take two examples of depolarization at the limit of the considered frequency 

range: at 3 GHz and at 300 GHz. Knowing the values of b, d> . and hence of 

for each system we can compute the intensity of the incident field 

components parallel and perpendicular to PI. Ihese intensities will suffer a 

different reflection. With the incident angle cL for each system, from fig.30 

or from the eq. (VI) and <72) we can get the values of rj, 1 and r ^ . and 

hence obtaining the values of the reflected intensity components respect Pi. 

fl correct computation of the losses should be done not only for one, but for all 

the incident points on the mirror, «nyway the total depolarization loss is not 

expected to be much more important than that found in the e: impies. 

I he square root of the components of the reflected intensity gives the 

components of the reflected electric field. Ihese can be compared tD the maximum 

field in the center. Taking the values of the examples A,S and H of Table III, 

with a little algebra we obtain the following results. 
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For the case at S00 GHz and . <&.-45.° (case H) the component of the 

electric field at the edge of the spot size which has been turned in thu plane 

of incidence, is about 0.167. of the maximum electric field in the cent - of the 

reflector. For the other case at SOU GHz with ci -70e , '.r, .-oss 

polarization is about 0.067.. For the case at 3 GHz and «1-45° the 

component parallel to the PI is about 2.26% of the maximum field, 'the correlated 

intensities are very small (being the square of the electric field vilue). 

'therefore at the high frequencies the depolarization is not a problem. On the 

contrary, at low frequency, for high .A. values (requested from the geometry 

of the system; the depolarization can have a certain effect on the electric 

field. Far this reason the number of mirrors has to be lowered as much as 

passible. 

Also taking j.nto- account the summation of the effects due tD multiple 

depolarizations at the reflections on the different mirrors of the RBWS, the 

total depolarization lasses Mill bs considered in this work as negligible (af. 

the lower frequencies a small increase of losses is easily tolerated). 
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10 I0IHL LOSSES Œ BEAM WWEGUIOE TRANSMISSION LINES 

10.1 TDtftL LOSSES 

For what previously seen, we are able now to compute the losses of a quasi-

optical transmission system. We express here the total losses of a system of 

length L. 

- Diffraction (truncation; losses 

- Qhinic losses 

P.a.1. 

•.P 

- Atmospheric losses 

The total losses per unit length are.thus given by: 

Prt. . J_ _ Pdl_ ±_ .. PAL, -f 4. Pai . f" (7?J 
P L ~ P "t. Pi- P i -

fls example of computation of total power losses, we will consider the eight 

examples of optical lines described in Table III. For these lines it is possible 

to'define other design parameters which are reported in table V. 

H-kl-1)^0-265**06^ W 

^au ~ r l— 
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P A A. Sy*C ^ 5 a b fc 9i z A Cu Fn. j f 

6Ma m <k$e. m mm dt^rw mm «•«1* v« % 

A S 0.1000 45 45C IS 1.3 s.o 237 .2 3 .S4 1000. 707107 2-»** 0 .006 

B 28 0.0107 45 BMC 2 1.5 o.wo 34 .6 2 . 8 3 145.6 15000 4-tfJ 0.078 

C 60 0.0050 56 BMC 2 1.75 1 . 6 / 8 3 4 . 6 1.32 145.6 150OO 0.37 0 .482 

D 100 O.0030 62 BMC 2 2 . 0 2.34? 34 .6 0 .7? 145.6 15000 0 .02 0.046 

E 100 0.0030 45 45C 2 2 . 0 5 . 0 41 .1 0 .67 173 .2 21213 0 . 0 2 0 .058 

F 140 0.0024 65 BMC 2 2 . 0 2 .630 34 .6 0.64 145.6 15000 0 . 0 3 0 .052 

6 300 0.0010 70 BMC 2 2 . 0 3 .130 3 4 . 6 0 .26 145.6 15000 0 . 1 3 0 .146 

H 300 0.0010 45 45C 2 2 . 0 10 .0 • 3 3 . 6 0 .27 141.4 • 14142 0 .13 0 .206 

Table V 

f = frequency 

A - waveienqth 

4. - propagation angle (angle between the mirror normal and the direction of 

incidence - fig.8) 

•fyst. = kind of system : 45C 45* configuration; BMC b minimum configuration. 

Z = phase safety factor (see eq.48) 

Se = anomalous skin effect coefficient 

b (if 45C) or b min (if BMC) = transversal distance between mirrors (see fig.8) 

r„ = beam waist radius -

/ÂT7STT (see fig.8) 

9a = divergence angle of the propagating Gaussian beam (see fig.10b) 

2, = radius of the equivalent circular reflector (see eq.45 and fig.20a). 

2.2» 5 as the diameter of the screening pipe 

A. - main parameter of an optical transmission line = h- X/cosà, 

Caa = atmospheric absorbtion coefficient 
o 
' *"£• • A. = total lasses tohmie+diftraction+atmaspheric) per unit length of 
the optical line 
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Using the parameters, reported in Table V we have hence computed and shown in 

fig. 32 the total lasses per unit length for different b values (the lasses for 

the cited examples are here encircled). Starting from these values we have shown 

in fig. '33 the total losses for quasi-optical lines 50 meters long (foreseen 

uses of high microwave power for plasma fusion will need long transmission 

lines;. 

We have to recall that in these examples a Fresnel number N=l has been taken and 

that alluminium reflectors have been considered. Depolarization losses have been 

neglected, as previously shown. Beam divergence has been considered to be 

sufficiently small to conserve the beam shape ail along the path. The systems 

have been dimensioned to carry safely 10 MW power. 

In the computation of the total losses of such transmission lines we have to 

take into account ' also the conversion losses from the gyratron mode to the 

launching HE11 mode (about 10% with a waveguide conversion or with a 

quasi-optical converter, about 0% using optical gyrotrons) and matching losses 

(about 17.J, considering that almost all the emitted HE11 mode power is matched 

in the IEM00 mode which propagates in the optical transmission line. 

Looking into detail at fig. 33, we can see that at low b ( « 1m) the losses are 

rather important at every frequency. On the contrary at high b ( > 6 m) the 

losses have almost reached the asymptotic value due to atmospheric losses. The 

examples C,13 and' H suffer of high losses because of the resonant atmospheric 

absorption. In the other cases the total losses per unit length are inferior to 

0.067. for reasonable b values (far a line of length L=50 a the total losses are 

inferior to 37.). Noticeable are also the very low values of the losses for the 

low frequency examples (A and B). 

Ihe influence of each kind of loss on tht total lasses is represented in fig. 

34, where the total losses per iter?tion of the eight principal cases ars 

divided in the different sub-losses. We can see that the diffraction losses per 

iteration are effectively negligible. 
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Krom these examples we can therefore conclude that the optical propagation of 

high microwave power permits very low total lasses, the most important are ohmic 

losses. Atmospheric losses are sometimes not negligible. Depolarization and 

truncation lasses should not sensibly affect the shape of the propagating beam, 

above ail if the reflectors are correctly oversized and if they are limited in 

number. To carry a certain amount of power with low lasses it is necessary to 

use a large transversal distance "b" between the mirrors. 

fit very high frequency <> 110 6Hz> high microwave power transmission requires 

almost imperatively optical lines. For lower frequencies, the mirror size 

Becames rather large and the transversal dimension of the system are important. 

On the other hand, classical oversized waveguides carrying low losses modes 

(TE01 Dr hi.ll) at high power are available at these frequencies, 'therefore a 

careful choice of the system has to be done in function not only of the total 

carried power and of the losses but also of the available room and of the cost 

of the system. At low frequency (few GHz) we have shown the possibility of 

having low losses but using very large mirrors. In this case the waveguide 

solution is maybe the easiest. 

10.2 OPTICAL TRANSMISSION LINES FOR PLASMA FUSION 

We want to show here *wo applicative examples of the developed theorical 

parameters for the design of optical transmission lines. 

The first case is the use of microwave power for plasma ECH in TORE SUPRA. Main 

parameters are: transmitted power P=i: MW; line length L=50 m; frequency f=100 

GHz. For an all-guided transmission line system, the expected total lasses from 

the gyrotrons to the takamak are about 257. (optimistic value) '.24>. 

For a quasi-optical line we have first to consider the conversion from the 

gyrotron output mode to the HEll âaussian-1ike mode. The efficiency of this 

conversion is about 107., which is also the expected effiency of a Vlasov 

converter. Me have tD add to this value other IX losses for the HE11-TEMO0 

matching and we can (optimistically) estimate at 2Z the losses to join together 

the different beams approximately in a unique beam. It follows that at the 

http://hi.ll
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entering of the quasi-optical transmission line system the losses are already 

about 132. Let's consider now a beam waveguide with • et. -6,2° J b=2.35 ai," 

N=l ; Se=2 (it is the BMC of example 0). For a line SO meters long there will be 

about 10 reflectors, _A. will be about 15000 mm" and the peak power about 

42 MW (therefore the actual average power that the line can transport is about 

10 MW). The single reflector area is about l.B»10* .• mm-. :, with a radius 

H =146 mm. Considering alluminium reflectors, the total line lasses are about 

2.3X. We can see from fig. '33 that taking a 45C system with «â .=45° , b=S 

m (example E) we will have 9 reflectors, J^ -21200 «in4- (corresponding to an 

average power of 15 MW), with a reflector area of about 1.7*10s . mm* , and a 

radius ' 5 .=173 nun. In this case the total losses are about 2.9%. Therefore the 

total lasses of a nigh power quasi-optical system SO meters long at 100 GHz are 

about 15-162 versus the 25'/. of a traditional waveguide system. 

A second example is the transmission system far the Lower Hybrid Heating in JET 

<25>. (A preliminary study of an optical transmission line for ECH on JET has 

been developed by Crenn <26>). For the LHH experiment the main parameters are: 

P=12 MW far t=20 sec, L=40 mi f=3.7 GHz. The foreseen losses in the waveguide 

transmission lines, from the microwave sources (klystrons) to the launching 

grill antenna' are about 157.. A 45C system having . <A .=45° , fa=5 m, N=l has 

A =5. 7^10* ««* (average power 400 MW) with 2. =900 mm. In this case 

the number of mirrors is 7. The total lasses are about 0.257. for 40 m of 

transmission line. Other losses are the conversion from the klystron mode TE10 

into a HEU quasi -Gaussian made (17.) the matching of the HE11 into the TEM00 

mode (17.) and the grouping of the rUfferent beams approximately in a unique beam 

leads tD another 27.. Therefore the total losses of the system are about 57. 

versus the about 157. of the guided system. 

We recall that in these two examples we have not taken into account room 

availability. Hence it is possible that these optical systems which have a good 

efficiency, find same pi - lems to be installed because of their large lateral 

dimensions. Besides, a dil icult problem could be td couple several beams in an 

unique beam along a path of about 50 meters with low matching losses and good 

superposition. 
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11 OIHER CHttRACI ERISTICS OF ft BEAM WAVEGUIDE SYS 1 EM 

11.1 BHNDW1DÏH 

Once an optical transmission line has been designed for a certain wavelength, a 

variation of frequency could lead to higher global losses, lo describe the 

bandwidth of such system .we have to consider ohmic and diffraction losses, 

neglecting atmospheric losses. In fact the variation of the atmospheric 

attenuation depends strongly on resonance wavelengths but not on reflector 

parameters. Therefore we will looli at the variation with . A of the function 

- B giving the total ohmic and diffraction losses per unit length: 

In this expression the losses per number of iterations have been considered, and 

the Fresnel number N has been multiplied and divided bv A (eq.l?) to make 

explicit the wavelength dépendance. 

Me assume that the transmission line is designed for a certain frequency 

A o , with a brain and the corresponding êU. for the SMC case, or with b=5 m 

and oL =45 far the 4SC. In this way it will be: 

A . - b/\ e 

C<2SoL 

fis N=l, the mirror dimension So i s given by: 

s XTZJNÂT 

Keeping constant the geometrical parameters of the line: . ^ 0 , b, ot. and 

considering alluminium reflectors, a variation of wavelength will modify both 

ohmic and diffraction losses. For better visualize the concept of bandwidth we 

take the cases D and E at X0-S mm shown in lable V. Ihe results are 

presented in fig. 35. 
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In general, the project parameters give practically the minimum losses. Actually 

the minimum is for a slightly lower wavelength. Ht higher wavelengths I A ^ 

) ohraic losses decreases, but diffraction lasses become higher 

and higher. On the contrary, at lower wavelengths ( A -̂  A © ,—' Ao/Z» .> 

diffraction losses are negligible and ohmic losses prevail. 

Therefore as "bandwirAh" of the system we can take the variation from the 

minimum value of about 50% of the lasses per unit length (i.e. the usual 3 dB 

value for the bandwidth). From the examples shown at 100 GHz, but also from 

computation on other cases, the typical bandwidth is in the range: 

Xo - he. < A < A„ + Ai i, 5 

Looking into detail at fig. 35 we see that the difference in the losses between 

the ËMC and the 45C is very small. In tact, for the design parameters, 

considering a 50 m long line, we have about 1.65V. of losses for a BMC and about 

1.37. for a 45C (we recall that these are only ohmic and diffraction losses). 

11.2 IHE SCREENING TUBE 

H beam waveguide system has to be screened to avoid dangerous microwave leakage 

due to diffraction or misalignments. Ihis screen could be a simple tube of 

alluminium enveloping the system of reflectors (like in fig. 5). Recalling that 

X. (eq.45) is the radius of the projection of a reflector in a plane 

perpendicular to the propagation axis passing for the mirror center (fig.24), we 

can think at this tube like a cylinder having a diameter slightly greater than 

the mirror transversal dimension 2. Z. . therefore, if we take a screening 

tube diameter equal to 

z.3,2 - 2.6 I/AT 

(with N = 1) and taking a length of the line L, the total surface of the 
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screening tube is: 

Me note that the tube diameter is a measure of the transversal room occupied by 

the optical line. In a . comparison between the transversal dimensions of a 

waveguide and an optical transmission system, we have to compare the waveguide 

diameter (or if many waveguides are used, the transversal size of the group of 

guides) to the screening tube diameter which carries the same total power. 

If the screening pipe is air-tight, a certain degree of vacuum can be done to 

increase the breakdown voltage. In some cases this solution could be interesting 

if a large amount of power has to be carried and the mirror dimensions have to 

be restrained. An increase of the breakdown voltage can also be obtained without 

an air-tight tube, but simply using a gas like 002 or SF6 in slight 

overpressure. Besides, to reduce the absorption of the water vapours cine can 

consider a propagation in dry nitrogen. 

11.3- EFi-aCr OF MISflLlGNMEMl 

« careful alignment of the reflectors is necessary to obtain a periodic 

structure giving the minimum of diffraction losses. Anyway it is possible that 

the reflectors suffer random displacements (e.g. dus to vibrations). Following 

the work of Schwering <2?> -tar the theory of randomly misagligned lens beam 

waveguide, it is possible tD apply the results (also reported in <2S» to our 

RBWS simply making the equivalence between a confocal system of lenses having 

focal length f and the system of nearly confocal reflector spaced by a distance 

"a". For the equivalence we will take : f = -2<3 

H variation ot the mirror spacing (displacement along the propagation axis) of 

few percent gives small fluctuations of the beam diameter which does not 
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increase considerably the diffraction loss. Transversal (to the beam waveguide 

axis) displacements can give rise after a large number of iterations to 

reiterative fields also called "statistical modes". The consequent eigenvalue 

problem can be easily solved in the case of slight misalignment. Actually the 

nearly-confocal mirror configuration has been chaosen also to increase the 

stability of the propagating beam in case at accidental misalignment, avoiding 

an enhancement of the perturbation. 

if Y i s t h e mean square displacement perpendicular to the propagation a;;is, 

the normalized mean square displacement J . is with our variables: 

In fig. 36 (adapted from <27» the upper bounds of the expected power loss per 

iteration tor the lowest-order symmetric and antisymmetric statistical mode 

functions are given in function of different values of the normalized reflector 

dimension <f i 

Iff* - * _ 

For small value's of <p the curves follow the diffraction loss curves of the 

perfectly aligned beam waveguide (dotted line). HDr higher <p the curves for 

the misalignment approach a limit value determined by the mean square 

displacement of the reflectors. Kecalling the expression for s and r 0 <s-half 

square mirror width: eq.(41)5 rb=beam waist radius: eq.(20)), tp writes: 

if N=l, y.=3.54. 

Therefore our reflectors are in the asymptotic zone, and for a JV =15000 

mm , (r0=i4.6 mm) with a ? =0.02 (displacement it. =about 0.7 mm) we have.an 

attenuation per iteration far the fundamental mode of about 0.08% which is 

negligible, while for the lowest antisyromeric mode the attenuation is about 
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0.3%. If we apply these values to a transmission line of SO meters, where we 

have Nr = . ._. — i reflections, in the case H we have for the 

fundamental mode 0.32 X of losses while for the case D we have about 0.83 X of 

lasses. 

H third possibility of misalignment is a variation of the angle between the 

mirror normal and the propagation axis. For a lens beam waveguide this effect is 

negligible, but for a reflecting system it can be more important. In fact, in 

first approximation, the error in the phase transformation produced by a tilt is 

proportional to the cosine of twice the tilt angle, rherefore the maximum phase 

error within the beam cross section tor a tilt angle e.g. of i 5 ° is less 

than 4.3%. To obtain a phase error in the order of IX the tilt angle should be 

inferior to *"3e 

U.4 - REUUCI'ION OF THE IRflNSvERSttL DIMENSION QF THE SYSTEM 

In certain cases the limiting condition for the mirror dimension and spacing 

(eq.64) can be relaxed if not enough roam is available to build a large system 

with low losses. In fact, for short lines having a small number of mirrors, and 

above ail at low frequencies (low total lasses: case rt and B) it is possible to 

reduce the mirror dimensions . (his occurs with a reduction of the phase safety 

factor I or of the Fresnei number N. In this way, with a lower N we have a 

smaller mirrot radius 2. l a n d Hence M e have.also lower depolarization) but 

higher diffraction losses and truncation effects. For instance, taking the rt 

case : eL =45° , X =100 mm, b=5000 mm, with N=l for a 40 m line long, 

we have 2 =1000 mm and Pd/Pt=0.IX but taking N=0.75 we have £ & 8 6 6 

mm and Pd/Pt d . 1.7%. 

We think that if there are problems of room, an optimisation of the transversal 

dimension has to be done for each different case, imposing a limit in the total 

losses and founding the consequent line parameters. From a different point of 
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view, it large room is available it could be interesting to reduce the number of 
iteration (reduction of the ohmic losses) maximizing the distance b. H negative 
consequence is that the mirror dimensions increase with vb 
If the available room is very reduced, we should consider small mirror size, 
small a and b values and a large nuater of reflections, with the consequent 
increase of total losses. In this case an oversized waveguide transmission could 
work better than an optical system, 'therefore, the comparison between optical 
and waveguide lines depends strongly Dn the available room. 

11.5 - BENDS 
In fig. B the beam propagates in the z-y plane and the polarization is in the x 

direction to reduce ohmic losses at the reflection (eq.ii). In this case the 
mirrors are described by the expression: 

If it is necessary a change in the direction of propagation of the beam (i.e. : 
a bend), there are twD different possibilities. 

M Bend in the propagation plane. 
In this case the propagation plane remains the plane z-y and the beam 
polarization is still perpendicular at this plane, if the propagation angle â-

is different from 45.° ., one is be obliged to use one or more than one 
reflector to obtain a beam deflection which is anyway different from ? 0 e .. • 
(always using the same kind of mirrors). E.g. ôL = 60° : using one 
mirror-bend the beam deflection is of 60r* ., using two mirror-bends the 
deflection is of 120,° (fig.37). To obtain a 90.° bend, Dne has to 
adopt a carefully oriented mirror having an ôL= 45° (tig.38). In this 
way, after the reflection it is still passible to use the same kind of 
reflectors as before the bending. Ihis new bend-retlector should be designed 
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keeping into account all the matching problems before and after the bending, fl 

simpler solution is the use of a propagation angle ' <3L» 45° which 

permits a 90* bend using only one ma rar with the same design of the 

preceidings and of the foilowings reflectors (fig.39). 

After a 90° bending, ihe beam will no more propagate in the y direction 

hut in the z direction. Therefore the expression describing the reflectors is: 

zfZ"t> tf£ a* 

B) Change of the propagation plane. 

to semplify the discussion, we will consider only 90.° . variations if the 

propagation plane. In this case we want to change the beam propagation from the 

plane z-y to the plane x-z (fig.40). Ihe beam polarization will be parallel to 

the new propagation plane, 'ience we havs to use eq. (1) to compute ohmic losses 

(which will be higher in this plane). Evidently, also in this case it is 

preferable to use a propagation angle «3L = 45 .to avoid new mirror 

designs and eventual beam mismatching. 

Hfter a 90 ° variation of the propagation plane, the expression describing 

the reflectors (with propagation direction now along x) is: 

Z. - —^= + 
zp£b zfzb 
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•CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have developed the theory of quasi-optical microwave 

propagation, A sequence of paraboloid elliptical reflectors permit a low loss 

propagation of the fundamental I'EMOO made. Different Reflecting Beam Naveguide 

System have been proposed in a frequency range from 3 to 300 GHz. The power 

which can be carried by these systems is very high (from few hundreds of KWs to 

few hundreds of MWs). The total lasses are very small, being of the order of 

about 0.37. per iteration. 

The theory developed permits to design carefully a transmission line, once the 

main parameters (carried power, wavelength and available room) are known, as 

summarized in the Appendix. 

Truncation lasses - are usually negligible, and beam modification due to 

divergence or diffraction effects are limited if the reflectors are large enough 

respect.the transversal beam size. 

Atmospheric losses can be important only for resonant frequencies. Ohmic losses 

are the most important, and can be reduced using reflectn.v' materials with high 

conductivity and reducing the number of mirrors. 

An upper limit of 70° has been imposed at the propagation angle to avoid 

high diffraction losses and beam depolarization. The lower limit propagation 

angle of 45° is very interesting to obtain 90° bends and simple 

transmission lines. A great care has to be taken for the reflector alignment in 

order to avoid tilts which can give sensible phase errors at the reflection. 

For very large mirror system the beam depolarization can became rather important 

with the number of iterations. A more detailed study should be done on this 

subject. 

.Breat care has to be taken for the matching of the beam waveguide to the 

launching antenna to reducs diffraction losses. Un the contrary, the propagating 

Gaussian beam is practically th fundamental 1EM00 mode, as higher order modes 
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suffer o+ higher diffraction losses. Ihis mode is linearly polarized and has a 

very low level of side lobes. For these reasons the use of this mode is very 

interesting in the project of special antennas or reflectors at the end of the 

transmission line and it has already all the specifications needed in physical 

experiments. 

The bandwidth of a RBHS is more than i 1/5 of the design wavelength without 

affecting too much diffraction and ohmic losses. 

Compared with conventional waveguides, beam waveguides permit to carry a higher 

power with lower losses and practically without requirements of high mechanical 

precisian. Besides, the quasi-optical system does not need any coaling even at 

high CW power. 

Keeping in mind that in an optical system Me can concentrate all the power 

otherwise carried' .by several waveguide transmission lines, if there is enough 

avaiiabie room, we are of the opinion that a Reflecting Beam Waveguide System 

can be adopted even a very low frequency (few tSHz). 

In conclusion, if enough room is available, the mentioned advantages of the 

optical lines versus conventional waveguides (above all at higher frequencies) 

could lead to a use of Reflecting Beam Waveguides Systems for futurs high power 

transmission lines, for instance in future experiments of plasma fusion. 
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HrTENDU 

SCHEME FUR HN OPTICAL IRHNSM1SSION LINE DESIBN «REFLECTING BEAM MWE6UIDE 

SYSIEM) 

IMFU1 PARAMETERS : 

- Total transmitted power s Ptot 

- Wavelength : A 

- Estimed number of bends 

- Estimed line length : L 

- Room availability 

- Number of sources : n 

- Source mode 

- Estimed change of the propagation plane respect the polarization direction : 

"rh" reflections with beam E field perpendicular to the propagation plane <to 

prefer : lower ohmic losses) , "re" reflections with beam E field parallel to 

the propagation plane 

NOTE : He consider in the design of the optical transmission line the 

nearly-confocal system «Section 4.3 and fig.7) composed by elliptic paranoialdal 

reflectors (figs. 4a and 8). 
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THE REFLECTING BEAM WAVEGUIDE SYSTEM DESIGN 

1) GROUPING OF THE DIFFERENT SOURCE BEAMS IN AN UNIQUE PROPAGATING GAUSSIAN BEAM 

(Section 5.1', 

l.a) Use o+ a focalizing refjector. 

Conversion of the source mode into the quasi-Gaussian mode HEll as soon as-

possible for each line (use of converters or of a Vlasov antenna).(Section 2). 

Irradiation of the beams over the focalizing mirror <fig.9a) which groupes with 

low diffraction lasses all the power approximately into a TEMOO mode to be 

propagated in the optical line. (Matching of each emitted beam with the Beam 

Waveguide System :• Section 5.2.3). 

l.b) Use of 0 dB coupler (fig. <?b). 

I hi s component should concentrate the power of all the waveguides in an unique 

largely oversized waveguide. The mode herein established can be then converted 

jn the HEll to be directly irradiated towards the first mirror of the RBWS. 

l.c) The source mode is a Gaussian beam. 

If the source is a high power quasi-optical gyrotron or a KEL, the emitted beam 

is already in the TEMOO mode, therefore it can be directly launched in the 

optical line. 

2) CHOICE OF THE PARAMETER A ' CHARACTERIZING THE RBWS. 

The fundamental parameter A, has been defined in eq.(21) as: 

A= -kA- .-.aA 
Cd&JL. 
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where, referring to fig.a, b is the transversal distance between the mirrors and 

d- is the angle between the beam axis and the normal to the mirrors at the 

center, 

(he minimum safe -A. value to avoid the breakdown (Section 7.3) is: 

( A in mm-*- , Ptot in MM 

Actually the value of .A. is derived after a certain optimization of all the 

line parameters, therefore there will be an iteration in the computation of 

•A ,. AS first practical guess value we can take: 

( A • 'H «n** •« Ptot in MW) 

5) CHDIHE OF B AND . •*- . 

Once fixed a value tor J\. and knowing the wavelength A , there Are two 

possibilities to choose the propagation angle ÔL •• 

3. a) Maximum 3L . and minimum b. 

From the theoretical phase condition feq.48), it is possible to find the minimum 

b value in correspondence of the maximum possible «=L for the given system. 

After insertion of the eq. (64) in the expression for A (eq.21), we can 

solve for b: 

faw„.- izA*N*«-s.y*fr»*»«*) 

In tig.25 the computed b vs c\. are shown for the usual value of the Fresnel 

number N = 1 (eq.29 and Section 7.4), and phase safety factor 1=2 (for the 

high frequencies - Section 6.4). From this limit curve we have to choose a value 
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D+ b compatible with the room available far the transmission system. Once we 

have find a value of b sufficiently small, the corresponding maximum propagation 

angle "L is implicitly found using the previous equation. Anyway .<£. has to 

be 4 70° . in order to avoid high depolarization and diffraction losses 

(Section 9.3). the use of reflections different from 90° , can leads to 

some difficulties in the design of bends and in case of change in the 

propagation plane. 

i.b) Propagation <-t d> = 45 (minimum &..). 

In order to simplify the project and the installation of the optical line it is 

preferable, when there is enough available room, to have 90.° reflections 

i.e. ÔL = 45° (fig.5). If it is possible, we will place a reflector in 

correspondence of'.each bend of the system (Section 11.5). Using 45i° 

reflectors the design of bends and of any eventual change in the propagation 

plane is easier. In this case the value of b is not minimum and it is given by 

the expression: 

±j= {Z JL_ 
• ~sû A 

Me have to verify that this mirror transversal dimension is compatible with the 

available room. If not, we have to choose a solution with a lower b value and 

hence an Sb > 43° . as described in S.a). 

4) NUMBER OF ITERATION PER UNIT LENBTH 

Once defined b and A , knowing the total line length L, the total number of 

iterations is given by (eq.65): 

** -V-
Actually we have to adjust the value of b (and hence of <&. if we want to keep 

./L- constant) in order to obtain an integer number of equally spaced 
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reflectors ieq.66): 

Recalling the input parameters o+ the change of propagation plane, it will be: 

rt + ry, = .U=^. - i 
bT§<k 

Inserting the value of minimum b in the expression for Ni, we obtain the curve 

for the maximum number of iteration per unit length (fig.26): 

Hi - < 

For b>bmin we Mill have less iterations but higher transversal dimensions of the 

system. 

in the design of an optical transmission line it is preferable to keep 

Therefore the choosen b value (at least of the order of a meter) has to satisfy 

at this condition (fig. 2b), to reduce the number of iterations and hence the 

total losses. At the same time we have to verify that this b value is compatible 

with the available room. 

5) UTHER PARAMETERS OK THE UP 11 M L TRANSMISSION LINE 

- Ihe characteristic dimension of the mirror, Jf , (tig.11) is given by 

eq. 145): 

- Ihe elliptic paraboioidal mirrors are defined by the equation (tigs.2o b,c,d): 

Z c Jt^L 
AtTb zlfta2-

when the beam propagation is in the plane y-z as shown in tig.a. it there is a 

change in the plane ot propagation the mirror equation changes consequently. 
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the maximum mirror dimensions are ( t ig.2u a ) : 

W\âi4r « t i * = — 
g cas du 

vrti'iAtfV Axis. - Z.%îC$rt A-

fhe beam waist radius (between two mirrors - f ig.B) i s ; 

'•-a!V*rr 
- The beam spat size on the mirror (about 86.5X of the power is deposed in the 

spot sizeJ is (eq.5B)i 

r'= /A. 
2 /-irr 

- [he matching radius K of the waveguide sources is given by eq.(23): 

f\, s Ce? y A 
I he distance between the source waveguide and the first mirrur of the optical 

line should be at least (Section 5.2.2): 

D > Z.^h -A-

6) COMPUTATION OF THE TOTAL LOSSES. 

- Knowing the wavelength we choose the anomalous skin effect factor Be (Section 

9.1). 

- Knawinq also the atmosphere in the screening tube, from fiq.2V we deduce the 

atmospheric absorption coefficient Caa. 

- Choosen the material composing the reflector we know his resistivity O* 

- To compute the ohmic losses, far the "rh" reflections with the beam E field 

perpendicular to the propagation plane we have to use the eq.(2), while for the 

"re" reflections we have to use eq.(1). 
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- rhe total losses (diffraction-truncation, ohmic and atmospheric) of the 

Reflecting Beam Waveguide System are: 

S.'Hat 
7) VERIFICATIONS. 

Once defined all the parameters of the optical transmission line we can verify: 

- that the transversa» dimension of the screening pipe 

is compatible with the available roam 

- that the depolarization of the beam is sufficiently small all along the path, 

following the scheme exposed in Section 9.3. 

- that the ohmic losses per unit mirror surface U'J / cm- ) in the spot size of 

each reflector are sufficiently small in order to avoid a special reflector 

cooling 

- the bandwidth of the system as described in Section 11.1 

- the possibility of losses due to mirror misalignments. 

S) REUUCUUN OF THE TRANSVERSAL DIMENSION OF THE SYS I EH (Section 11.4) 

If the choosen parameters of the optical line are in conflict with the available 

room, it is passible to reduce the transversal dimension of the system, reducing 

carefully the phase safety factor Z (1 < 2 <. 2) and the Fresnel number N (0.7 < 

N ', 1). As a consequence we will have an increase of the losses of the system. 
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9) PARAMETERS ITERA HUN 

Probably the initial guess value for -A- and the choosen values of b and ,<3-

have been modified to satisfy one of the previously exposed criteria. Therefore 

it will be necessary to start again the computation of the line with the new 

parameters which well satisfy main requirements like low total lasses, room 

availability and beam matching, until convergence of the parameters. 

NDTE : As exposed in Section 3, the problem of the vacuum window is far from be 

salved. In t.'ct, for an optical transmission lines it should be necessary to 

design a window supporting a Gaussian beam of high power (at least 1 MM) at high 

frequencies for long pulses (tenths of seconds) with low losses. 

Another problem of an optical transmission line that we have not discussed is 

the installation of soma couplers to measure the forward and the reflected 

power. A simple solution could be a very small hole in the center of some 

mirrors. The small percentage of power coupled behind the mirror could be easily 

measured. 
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Fig. 1 - Optical propagation modal in a waveguide 

Fig. 2 - Optical propagation outside the waveguide using cylindrical mirrors 

fll Side view - B) Front view 
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Fig. S - Lens Beam Waveguide 

Fig. 4 - Reflecting Beam Waveguide 

M Confocal (or nearlv-confoca! parabolic) reflectors 
B) Cylindrical reflectors 

© 
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Fig. 5 - Reflecting Beam Waveguide 
- 90* Reflections ( d. = 45*) - Mirrors not at the minimum distance 
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Fig. 6 - Iris Beam Waveguide 
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Fig. 7 - Diagram of stable and unstable regions for different'kinds of mirror 

systems 
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Fig. 8 - Nearly-Ccn-facal Reflecting Beam Waveguide 
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Fig. 9a - Parabolic mirror to concentrate the power in an unique Baussian beam 
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Fig. 9b - 0 dB Coupler ta group together the microwave beams 
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Fig. 10 - Gaussian beam parameters 
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Fig. 11 - Rsflectian of a Gaussian b=am by a plane mirror of radius 2L 
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Fig. 12 - Hyperbola -fitting best r«/R values far the HEll intensity Gaussian 
apprsximation 
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Fig. 14 - Uaists - mirror distances for the fflatching 
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Fig. 15 - Geometry of the Reflecting Bean Waveguide 
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Fresnel number N • 

Fig. 16 - Fractional power losses due to diffraction an eonfocal spherical 
mirrors (of square section) for different TEMmn modes 
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Fig. 17 - Fractional diffraction losses for an equivalent circular mirror 
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Z =V5 at low frequency f <60 GHz 
Z s 2 at high frequency f»60 GHz 
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Fig. IB - Minimum b/A values for different «3. to satisfy the phase condition 

C <eq. 32) far elliptic parabalaidal reflectors 
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Fig. 1? - Minimum N values to satisfy the condition of small reflector 

dimensions respect the mirror spacing a 

at low -frequency 

Z = 2 at high frequency 
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Z = const. 

const=:3Î+-yi 
h» a* 
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Fig. 20 - DiMerent elliptic paraboloidal r&flector sections 
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Fig. 21 - Maximum power carried by a beam waveguide 
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Fig. 23 - Total re f lec tor surface TOT d i f fe ren t propagation angles <J-
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Fig. 24 - Projection of the terror surface on a plane perpendicular to the 

incident (fig.24a) and to the reflecterl (fig.24b) beam 
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Fig. 25a - Reflecting Beam Waveguide design parameters -for two given powers: 1 
and 10 MW (phase safety -factor Z = 2 ; N = 1) 



(dsgrees 
Fig. 22b - Reflecting Beaii Waveguide design parameters -for the two given' 

powers : 1 and 10 MW (phase sa-fety factor Z = {H; M = 1) : Avscl,,,,, and 

b vs «(.HUH 
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Fig . 26 - Number at i te ra t ions per u n i t length of a Reflecting Beam Waveguide 

having b * b „ , , , , 
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Fig. 27 - Ohnic losses per reflection. Beam polarization perpendicular to the 

propagation plane. 
X Cu or flg reflectors C= Ô-10* -C"* w * 

0 Al reflectors C = 3.B-10"1 ST1**"1 
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Fig. 28 - Peak chmic losss per unit mirror surface in the spot size -for the 

cases of Table I I I 
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Fig . 29 - Atmospheric attenuation at ricrawave -frequencies. A water-vapour 

content of 10 g/m i s assumed (From J.H.Vleck, Phys.Rev., 1947, 71) 
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Fig. 30 - Reflection coefficients for the beam intensity parallel <r*,/ ) and 
perpendicular <r\ ) to the plane of incidence 
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Fig. 31 Geometry o-f ths beam depglarization 
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Fig, 3?. - Total power lasses per unit length for an optical transmission line 

50 m long, vs different transversal mirror distances b (examples of Table V are 

here encircled) 
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Fig É 33 - Total power lasses -far an optica! transmission line of length L> • 
SO in using different' transversal mirror spacings b (examples of Table V are 
here encircled) 
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Fig. 34 - Total power losses per iteration for the eight optical transmission 
lines of Table V. The total losses sre shown in their components: diffraction, 
atmospheric and chnic losses 
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Fig. 33 - Optical transmission line bandwidth: variation of the ohmic + 

diffraction losses per unit length (examples 0 and E of Table V; L = 50 m) 
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Fig. 36 - Expected power lasses per iteration far the lowest order symmetric 
and antisymmetric statistical mode vs normalized reflector dimensions *fi far 

different mean square perpendicular mirror displacements y 
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Fig. 57 - Bending in the propagation plane 

- One mirror-bend d> 60" : 60"da-flectian 

- Two mirrors-bend 4= 60° ! 120° de-flection 
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Fig. 38 - Bending in the propagation plane 

- Reflectors wiih oL= 60*5 one mirror-bend «!= 45* : 90 ' deflection 
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Fig. 39 - Bending in the propagation plane 

- Reflectors and oiirror-bend : «i = 45* s 90* deflection 
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Fig. 40 - Change of the propagation plane Z - V —»• Z - X 


